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PREFACE 
This article is the text of r:~ dissertation, Subjects and Agents. 
It is a revision of a.nearlier paper, also titled "Subjects and A~ents, 11 
which appeared in Workin_g_ Papers in Lin~istics No, 3. Except for 
pa.rts of the present Chapters Se•1en, Eight, and Eleven, the t·.,o 
versions have little material in common. For one thing, in line 
with an increasingly pessimistic attitude toward formalism, I have 
deleted most trees, rules, e..nd references to rule orderings. 
The two syntacticians on vhose work I depend most directly are 
Barbara Hall Partee and Charles Fillmore. I run defending e. proposal 
of Partee 1s dissertation (1965)--that in underlying structure, 
subjects are optional. A suitable reformulation of this proposal in 
ter1:1S or the notion 1agent 1 presupposes Fillmore's theory of case 
grammar. 
For helpful criticisms of both versions of this paper, I am 
most indebted to Charles Fillmore, my advisor. (This is not to say 
that he agrees with me.) I am also very grateful to Gaberell 
Dracru:ian, David Stampe, Arnold Zwicky, and my wife Pat for many 
suggestions--substantive e.nd stylistic. 
I thank Marlene Deetz for a saving last-minute tY!)ing job e.nd 
my wife for typing a preliminary version. 
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CHAPI'ER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
The hypothesis of this study is that in Enp~ish, a~ents are 
just deep subjects. If a noun phrase is the agent of a sentence, 
then it is the subject of that sentence in underlyinr; structure. Hon-
agent superficial subj.~cts are secondary; they a.re int:roduced into 
subject position by transformation. An immediate implication of this 
is that, since some sentences are agentless, there will be underlying 
sentences with no subjects. 
Before I outline the arguments to be presented, the terms 'deen 
subject' and 'agent' require some discussion. The first of these, 
'deep subject,' is to be interpreted within the framework of the 
transfonnational-generative theory of syntax. In all versions of this 
theory, sentences are assigned underlying, or deep structures ·..thich 
undergo a step-wise conversion into superficial (observed) structures. 
I assUJ11e that underlying stn1ctures, like superi'icial structures, are 
ordered from left to right and consist of sentences, and that under-
lying sentences l9ok sufficiently like superficie.l sentences for the 
Iterm deep subject' to be understood in a fashion parallel to 'super-
ficial subject.' In particular, I assume that a deep subject of a 
sentence will also be the sentence's superficial subject unless moved 
or deleted by a transformation. These assumptions lead fairly naturally 
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to the following property of deep subjects: a subject of an under-
lying sentence i2 a nowi phrase which is the initial element of the 
sentence, and hence precedes other sentence elements such es the verb, 
direct object, a.nd indirect object. There are problems with the 
notion 'superficial subject,• {see the disc~ssion i~ Hell, 1965), and 
certainly one could define 1 deep subject• so that the preceding 
would not necessarily be a property of deep subjects; nevertheless, 
the ordering rel~tion is what my arguments will be directed toward. 
Put in another wa;y, then, the hy;,othesis is that the agent of a 
sentence is a noun phrase which is the initial element of the sentence 
in underlying structure, but that non-agent noun phrases do not occupy 
this position. 
The term 'agent' is drawn from Charles FilL~ore 1s case theory 
of syntax (see Fillmore, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1970). This disserta-
tion is an essay in case grammar in that I assw:;ie a syntactic description 
to be incomplete unless it specifies certain relational information 
about noun phrases. Terms like •agent', 'instrw:ient', 1experiencer 1 ) 
and 1object 1 are descriptive of this information, and I use these terms 
with a~proximately the sense Fillmore gives them. For reference I 
quote a set of definitions from Fillmore's "Lexical Entries for Verba" 
(1969, p. 77): 
Agent, the instigator of the event. 
Counter-Agent, the force or :resistance aga.inat which 
the action is carried out. 
Object, the entity that moves or changes or vhose 
position or existence is in consideration. 
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Result, the entity that comes into existence as e. result
of the action. 
Instrument, the stimulus or imrnediat¢ physical cause of 
an event. 
Source, the place to which somethinR is directe~. 
Experiencer, the entity which receives or accepts or 
experiences or undergoes the effect of an action 
(earlier called by me 'Dative•). 
Earlier, 	in "The Case for Case" (i968, :P. 24), Fillmore defined the 
agentive ce.se e.s "the ce.se of the typicall:'.r animate perceived insti~e.tor 
of the action identified by the verb." Such definitions of agent are 
intended to characterize the subjects of sentences like 1.1 - 1.4 
.•' 
e.s a.gents. 
1.1. Harry e.ssa.ssine.ted the Premier.  
1,2. George hugged Elaine.  
1,3, John frightened the baby cleverly.  
1.4. Me..ry commanded George to sit dovn. 
The 	subjects of 1,5 - 1.8,_on the other he.nd, a.re not a~ents. 
1,5. Harry has long hair. 
1.6. Mary contains nothing but sugar and spice. 
1,7. Buffalo is in NeY York. 
1.8. Harry thinks that the earth is flat. 
In the following ·t~o chapters (Two and Three), I will approach the 
definition o~ agent through a. consideration of the syntactic phenomena 
that the notion a.gent is required to describe. The notional definition 
~hich appears to me to accord most rully with a. coherent set of 
syntactic properties is the following: an agent of a sentence is any 
noun phrase whose referent is not presupposed not to have a pUI'l)ose 
with respect to the condition or event described by the sentence. 
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In other words, a non-agent is presupposed not to have e. purpose, 
The vie~ cf ager.ts taken ir. Chapter Three depends on a narticular 
analysis of pairs of sentences like l.9 - 1.10, 
1.9. John broke the ~indoY, 
1.10. The wineow broke. 
The approp~iate analysis is one in vhich the difference between 1.9 
and 1.10 :i.s charecterized in underlying structure just by the presence 
or absence of t~e agent John. In the absence of an agent, the vindow 
becomes the super~icial subject, gi¥ing 1.10. This analysis is proposed 
by Barbara Hall Partee in her !965 dissertation! and it is elaborated 
by Fillmore in Fillmore (1966, 1967, 1968}. But Pa.rtee also mentions 
another, causative analysis, vhich she argues against, In the causative 
analysis, 1.9 is given a complex underlying syntactic structure vhich 
corresponds to the superficial sentence tJohn ca.used the ....,indow to 
break' (see Lakoff, 1965), If the causatiYe analysis were correct, the 
notion agent (viewed syntactically as in Chapter Two) vould bree.k down. 
The difference betveen 1.9 a.nd 1.10 would no longer oe characterizable 
Just by the presence or absence of the agent~. To uphold my claim, 
must 'lrgue for Partee 1s position on the question and a~ainst the 
causatiYe analysis. This I do in Chapt2r Nine. 
Aside from being clear about the terms of the hypothesis, it 
must be sho·,,n that the hypothesis is consistent ·..rith what is known 
about English syntax. Or, at least, if there is an inconsistency it 
must be resolved somehow. With regard to past analyse~ of particular 
constructions, there seems to be no problem of consistency. According 
I 
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to widely accepted analyses, the subjects of predicates like~' 
grov to a.re introduced into subject position by transforna.tions~ these 
secondary subjects a.re never agents. Similarly, pa.asive subjects and 
secondar:t subjects of be easv. be ha.rd, etc. a.re non-ap:ents. 0n the 
other ha.nd, many subjects that are commonly rega?"rled a.s deen subjects 
are not agents (e.g., subjects of believe, be stron~, rea.lize). I 
have no concrete suggestion as to the source of such non-a.gent subjects, 
but it is at least the case that no positive arguments have been made 
0. 
that they a.re not secondary. 
There are t·o10 theories, hovever, according to which a.11 sub,jects 
e,l:"e secondary. In Chapter Four I argue that insofar as non-a~ents a.re 
concerned, these theories are correct, but that the evidence that has 
been given does not show agents to be secondary, 
rtow let me outline the five arguments to be l!iven for the 
hypothesis that agents are Just deep sub,jects. These a.r~ents a.re 
all based on constraints and are of the following form: there is a. 
constraint which in certain circumstances has the effect of re~uiring 
(excluding) a subject, In the same circumstances, an agent is re~uired 
(excluded). Conse~uently, at the level or levels of derivation where 
the constraint app1ies~ agents and no other noun phrases must be 
subjects, Since ~e can trace derivations back to a level at which 
agents are the only subjects, there is a prima facie case for a~ents 
being the only deep subjects. 
The first two constraints discussed are the predicate-raising 
constraint (Chapter Five) and the like-subject requirement (Chapter 
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Six). Predicate-raising amalgamates the verb of a lower sentence 
with the verb of a higher sentence; the predicate-raising constraint 
requires the verbs to be contiguous before this can occur. The effect 
is to exclude a subject in the lover sentence. Given the hyr,otheais, 
the predicate-raising constraint accounts for why there are no objects 
in superficial st"ucture vhich are agents. 
The like-subject requirement is imposed on the subject of a lower 
sentence; the subject must be identical to a noun phrase in the embeddin~ 
l 
.1 
sentence. This'has the effect of requiring the lower sentence to have 
a subject. It turns out that when the like-subject requirement ap~lies 
pre-cyclically, the agreeing subject must be an agent, 
The last three constraints confirm the hYIJothesis only in a 
restricted domain--that of predicates ~hich mn~ occm- in indirect 
causative constructions (defined in Chapter Nine). The manner-adverb 
exclusion constraint applies in a we::.r that shows that non-a~ent subjects 
of indirect causatives are from manner adverbs, but that agents are 
not from manner adverbs (Chapter Eight), The e.dverb-referral constraint 
shows that non-agent subjects of indirect causatives are from lo•.rer 
clauses, but that agents a.re not from lower clauses (Chapter Ten). 
The crossover constraint shows that the non-agent subjects originate 
to the right of objects and various other noun phrases in the verb 
phrase, but that agents come from the left of these noun phrases 
(Chapter Eleven). 
By wa:y of conclusion, in Chapter Twelve, I will look briefly at 
some semantic ~roperties of agents and view the prospects for arriving 
at syntactic reconstructions of these properties. 
CHAPTER TWO 
AGENTIVEHESS 
In this chapter and the following one, I a.t.temnt to come to 
grips 'olith the notion of aa:ent. For the most pa.rt, I hfl.ve cast this 
attempt in the form of an indl.lctive definition. I do not •.vant this 
forlll to be misleadinF,~ so I will state at the outset thet the stens 
in the definition are sufficiently va!!tle to preclude the notion of 
agent from emergin~ in a very well-defined wa...v. The reason for this 
"PSeudo-induction" is that it makes clear the range of fstctual data 
that support the theoretical term tap;ent 1 , The rioint is to show the 
necessity for talking a.bout agents in describin;,; certain .syntactic 
phenomena. 
_This chapter proposes a definition of a sentence pro~erty called 
agentiveness, Which is taken to be a. property of underlyinP, structures. 
There is a certain class of sentence contexts, which we may call 
'pro-agentive' contexts, in whic~ some sentences may anpear but others 
must not. It makes sense to p,roun these contexts to~ether under the 
single label 1pro-agentive 1 , since by-and-larr,e they accent the same 
set of sentences and reject the same set. Or at least in cases where 
a. sentence is accepted in one context hut rejected in another, this 
is a peculiarity which one may hope has an independent account. 
Exe.mples of pro-agentive contexts along with instances of sentences 
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they 	accept and reject UB: 
I.A. The sentence is the object complement of comman!!_, or the 
infinitival ob,1ect complement of nersue.de. 
2. 1. 	 John comma.nd.e.d Mary to leave. 
2.2. 	*John commended !.fary to have red hair. 
I.B. 	 The sentence is the object complement of havine. 
2.3. 	 John was ha.vinl". everyone leave. 
2.4. 	*John was ha.ving eve:::-yone be te.11. 
I.G. 	 Im instru...'llent phrase is added to the sentence. 
2.5. 	 John opened the door with some instrument. 
2.6. 	*John vas tell with some instrm,ent. 
I.D. Cleverlz.t avidly, enthusiastically or 211 purp~ is added 
to the sentence. 
2. 7. 	 -.Tohn opened the door cleverly. 
2.8. 	*John was tall cleverly. 
1,E, 	 I~_order to ..• is added to the sentence. 
2,9, John opened the door in order to amaze his ~randfather, 
2.10. *John was tall in orde~ to amaze his ~randfather. 
I.F. 	 A nominalization of the sentence occurs 1rlth !?X, in a hi~her 
sentence 	~hich is in a pro-agentive context. 
2.11, John cleverly frightened the bnby by openin~ the door. 
2.12. *John cleverly frightened t.he baby by beinp; tall. 
These pro-agentive contexts are compatible~ for the most part. That 
is, a sentence may occur in several of the contexts si~ultaneously. 
There are, on the other hand, anti-agentive contexts which accept 
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sentences rejected by pro-agentive contexts but reject some sentences 
accepted by pro-a~entive ~ontexts. Examples ue: 
II.A. The 	sentence is the complement of such intransitive 
verbs as 	strike E.• urove to, turn out to (except in the sense of 
1turn out in order to'), grow to. In these cases the subject of the 
complement becomes the ma.in subJ.ect by subJect-:ra.isini:i;, while the verb 
phrase comes after the main verb. 
2.13, John strikes me as being tall. 
2.14. *John,-strikes me as assa.ssinatin/2'. the Premier, 
II.B. 	 The sentence is the ob.1ect complement of prov~.. or believe. 
2,15, They proved John to have red hair, 
2.16. *They proved John to assassinate the Premier. 
II.C, The sentence is in the aorist present, and no special 
interpretation 	as a title, headline, or primer English is required, 
2.17, John has red hair. 
2.18. 	 John eats the fish. (not aorist, but rather habitual 
or repeated action.) 
II.D. If 	the sentence is active, its subject is inanimate. 
II.E. The sentence is in the perfect (bave+en) or the pro~ressive 
(be;ing). 
I r.ealize that it is odd to call C, D, e.nd E "contexts''; the word. is 
being extended to include thin~s interne.l to sentences by analop;:r to 
the va..,v in vhich 'environment' in phonological rules is extended to 
include features of a segment that is changed by the rule. 11he contexts 
I am talking about can be regarded as tests for whether a sentence is 
agentive. 
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Pro-e.gentive and a.nti-a.r;entive contexts di,;ide sentences in 
three classes, according to whether the sentences a.re accented 1n 
one or both sets of contexts. Accordingly we will cell a sentence 
•agentive' (accepted in pro-agentive context~, but rejected in anti-
agentive contexts), 'non-Rgentive• (accepted in a.nti-agentiVP- contexts, 
but rejected in pro-a~entive contexts), or 'neutral' (accepted in both 
sorts of contexts). Examples follow. 
Agentive: 
2 :19. ,John a.ssassine.ted the Premier. 
2.20. Mary a.te twenty macaroons. 
2. 21. ,Tohn commanded someone to leave.  
Non-agentive:  
2.22. John has red hair.  
2,23, ~-1ary seems sick.  
2.24. George decayed.  
NeutraJ.:  
2. 25. John frightened the ba.b:r. 
2.26. Harry proved somethin~. 
2.27. The Russian spy broke the window. 
In turn, verbs can be classified. as to whether the sentences in 
which they· are the main verb must be agentive (the verb is 1pro-8J'.!entive' 
non-agentive (the verb is 1 anti-a~entive'), or may be agentive, non-
agentive, or neutraJ. (the verb is 'neutral'). The main verbs of the 
a.bove three sorts of sentences •,;ill serYe a.s examples, 
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I propose that there is a sentence property of agentivene~s 
which accounts for these contextual restrictions. Agentive sentences 
have this prol)erty and non-agentive senten~es do not. Neutral 
sentences may either have the pronerty or lack it; that is. neutral 
sentences are ambiguous. Let us look a.t t'WO questions that could be 
rais~d in objection to such a. scheme. 
Is it possible to ascribe the -pro- an.d anti-agentive restriction 
to the presence or absence of just one property of sentences? If 
there are not broad ~lasses of sentences which are rejected in both 
pro~agentive and anti-agentive qontexts, it ~ould be reasonable to 
suppose that there ,,as· only one propertt involved. But sentences with 
instrumental subjects {e.~., 'The hammer broke the window') are rejected 
in both contexts, so this is a good objection. I choose to take the 
pro-agentive contexts as central in the definition of agentiveness~ R 
sentence is non-agentive if it is rejected in a pro-agentive context. 
Anti-agentive contexts must re~uire some properties which ~re incompatible 
with agentiveness, 
The second Question is whether it is fair to describe neutral  
sentences as ambiguous. The first point to be made is that such  
' 
sentences are felt to be ambiguous; 'John fri p;htened the baby·1 is non-
'. agentive i~ it is understood that it vas somethin~ about John that 
, frightened the baby, but is agentive if he di.d it on purpose. It may 
require some imagination to get a non-agentive readinp; in the instances 
where the huma.n subject must be thoµght of as an instrument, as in 
'The Russian broke the window. 1 This example is from Barbara Ha.11 
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Partee I s dissertation (He.ll, 1965, 'P. 31), and the situation is that 
James Bond hurls the Russian, who has nothing to say about it. 
Another point, a more 11 synte.ctic 11 one, is that no neutral sentence 
(nor any other sentence) can occur in a pro-agentive and an anti-
agentive context simultaneously. Thus 2.28 and 2.29 are unacce~table, 
2.28, *John turned out to ~righten the ba"by cleverly. 
2.29. *They believed John to prove it in order to be elected. 
This is expected, given the ambiguity of neutral sentences, since a 
property cannot be deme.nded and excluded at the same time. If it were 
the case that the property of agentiveness ~as irrelevant in the case 
of neutral sentences, or that neutral sentences were simply vagUe with 
respect to an agentive or non:--agentive interpretation, then the 
incompatibility of pro- and a.nti-agenti•re contexts ..,,,.ould be peculiar 
and would require a special account. Of course the unacceptability of 
sentences like 2.28 and 2.29 does. not in itself show that we are dealing 
with an wnbigui ty and. not j.ust vagueness. 
Since the contextue.l restrictions being discussed have to do 
primarily with the presence or absence of the sentence property of 
agentiveness~ the pro- and anti-agentive contexts can be looked u~on 
as tests for whether or not a sentence is agentive. In some cases, of 
course, one may only test a given readin~ of a sentence, or, to put it· 
another way, one tests for whether agentiveness can be imposed on a 
sentence. This procedure assumes that it is fair to identify a sentence 
in the context with at least one reading of the sentence in isolation 
or in a different context. The choice of the main verb of a sentence 
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may be thought of as a coritext (a. pro-a.r:entive ,,erb require!'; an 
agentive sentence), but this is difficult to use as a test--when the 
main verb of a sentence is changed, the whole structure of the sentence 
i$ generally chanr;ed. 
In this rep;ard, it should be pointed Ollt the.t thP. nro-e.f.'cntive 
contexts listed above are really or two sorts. extern~l ana internal. 
The external ones are relevant for active sentences only, whereas the 
internal ones are good ~hether or not the passive tran~fornation hns 
applied. 'The oatmeal ¥as eeten by George' is rejected in context I.A. 
and I. F. (cf. 2. 30 and 2. 31 'belm.t) hut is shown to be a1;entive by 
being a~cepted in other pro-agentive contexts (2.32) anrl rejected in 
anti-agentive contexts (2.33), 
2,30, *Harry persuaded the oatmeal to be eaten by Geor~e. 
2.31, *John cleverly frightened the baby by the oatu:eel 1 s 
being eaten by George, 
2.32, The oatmeal ..as cleverly eaten by GeorRe, 
2.33, *The oatmeal struck me as beinP, eaten by George, 
Context I.B. is "internal" in this sense, because it is insensitive 
to the passive transformation. 
2.34, Harry vas having George eat the oatmeal. 
2.35. Ha.rry was having the oatmeal eaten by Geor~e. 
Naturally some contexts are neither pro-agentive nor anti-agentive, 
but are neutral with respect to a.gentiveness (neutral verbs such a.s 
frighten have already been mentioned). Among neutra.1 contexts ere 
some of those discussed by George Lakoff in his article "Stative 
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AdjectiYes and Verbs in English 11 (1966), Several of the pro-e.P;entive 
contexts :previously listed a.re dravn from Lakoff 's a.rticle. Lakoff 
claimed that such contexts req_uired that a. sentence's ma.in ,,erb or 
e.djecti11e be non-stative. Stative verbs are not allowed in such 
contexts, !·~Y im:ned!ate concer:n is to show that the nronerty a.p;enti ve 
is distinct from the property non-stative, if the te!'m non-stative is 
applied to sentences, or that the classifications pro-a~entive and 
non-stative rerer to different sets of verbs. 
To take the second matter first, note tha.t there a.re many verbs 
vhich appear in the progressive or -.rith manner adverbs (which in some 
instances may be subca.tegorized •,.;ith respect to the sub,ject of the 
sentence), which are nonetheless anti-a.p;entiYe. A list of such verbs 
is given in 2.36. 
2,36, come to glimmer worry (not in the 
grow to incandesce sense 'harass' ) 
turn out to shimmer p;i Ye a. tendency to 
rnane.ge to blister fall into a trance 
glitter 
rain blossom 
hail dawn 
snow fester 
cloud up .feel sick 
loom 
2.37 a.nd 2,38 are instances of the co-occurrence with manner adverhs 
and the progressive. 
2,37, John was rapidly proving to be the best student. 
2,38, The mountains vere loominp, ~reyly in the distance. 
Stative verbs {such as~. contain, be e..!!f:~ed in) cannot occur in 
the progressive or w-ith manner e.dverbs, and so the verbs in 2.36 are 
non-stative. It is clear, then, that Lakoff's non-stative contexts fall 
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into two distinct sets with reP,ard to verb classification. Some, 
the pro-agentive contexts, reject anti-a.~entive main verbs, but others, 
contexts neutral with regard to agentivity, allow anti-agentive main 
verbs. It rna:,r vell be, however, that stative verbs are e.hra:rs anti-
a.gentive. 
When one considers sentences, the mutter is even clearer, since 
active sentences with inanimate subjects are non-agentive~ but it is 
easy to find instances or such sentences in the pro~ressive or with 
manner adverbs ( t The h~er was breaking the window' ) . Moreover, the 
addition of the progressive be+ing does not diswnbime.te sentences 
like 'John frightened the baby', 'John was frightening the baby' m~Y 
be agentive or non-agentive. 
The term 'agent•, to be introduced in the following cha~ter, 
depends on the notion agentivity. What I hope to have shown so far 
is that the agentivity of a sentence mu.st be known in order to describe 
properly a. number of syntactic restrictions. 
CHA..tTER THREE 
AGENTS 
The purpose of this chapter is to show that the sentence property 
agentiveness can orofitably be attributed to the appearance of a narti-
cular noun phrase in the sentence, namely the 1a~ent.' A sentence is 
agentive if i\, has an agent; othervise the sentence is non-agentive, 
In trying to be spec:!.fic about vhe.t ma..kes e.n agentive sentence 
agentive, it ma..kes sense to look first at sentence internal elements 
whose choice may determine whether a sentence is agentive. Althow.h 
there are many logical possibilities, the main verb and the .subject are 
basic elements of the sentence and can both be anti-agentive. Choosin~ 
an anti-agentive verb makes a sentence non-agentive, end choosinp; an 
inanimate subject does the same (in the case of a nassive, I em speaking 
of the original subject). Pio a plausible initial assumption is that 
the determinant of agentiveness is something about the verb or the 
subject or, perhaps, both. Here I shall argue that the crucial factor· 
is something about the subject, The reasoning is ,just a. restatement 
of a line of argument followed by Fillmore in several articles on case 
grammar, 
A sentence element is said to be ootional if its presence or 
absence makes no crucial difference in the way the rest of the sentence 
is understood, For instance, in 3,1 and 3.2 yesterday is optional. 
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3,l. John left, 
3,2, John left yesterday. 
There are various ways of stating the relationshi~ of 3,1 and 3.2. One 
could say that 3,1 says no more than 3.2, or that 3,2 says what 3,1 
says (and more), 'Or that the roles that John and left pla,y are the 
same in 3,1 and 3,2 (to put it in Fillmorean terms), or that ~sterd& 
s~pplies additional information. But it hardly needs illustration 
that a sentence element is not optional in this sense in all cases. 
where two senten«:es differ :merely by the presence or absence of the 
element. Com.pare 3, 3 with 3, 4 and 3, 5 with 3 .6, 
3,3, They watch the magazines.  
3,4. Watch the magazines.  
3,5. John kicked his left foot against the wa.11.  
3,6. John kicked his left ~oot.  
The straightforvard relationship of 3.1 and 3.2 should be reflected 
in the underlying structures of these sentences; the parts of the 
structures that give rise to John left should be the same, 
There are many instances where the noun phrase that is important 
in determining the agentiveness of a sentence is optional. Compare 3,7 
and 3.8. 
3.7. The window broke. 
3,8. John broke the windoY. 
John here is optional with respect to 3.7 and 3,8 ih the same sense 
as yesterday is optional with respect to 3,1 and 3,2; 3.8 says what 
3,7 says and more. The importance of agentive optionality is the fact 
that the .sentence is ag~ntive if a.n<I. only if the crucial noun phrase 
{here, John) is present. The crucial noun phrase that is the 
determina.nt of .a.gentivenes~ i~ the ra~ent t • 
Pa.rtee 1s examples, whieh I give as 3,9 13.tld 3.10, $how that the 
position and lexical content of a noun phrase do not infallibly 
determine vhether it is M agent, 
3.9, The Russian broke the window, 
3,iO. James Bond broke the window with the Russian (by 
hurling ~im throue-;h it) . (Hall , 1965 ~ p. 31) 
f 
3.9 can be interpreted agentively, but in this case its meanin~ is not 
inclµded in that or 3.10.· Thus it is the anpearance of a noun phrase 
with a ~ertein function (tha~ of agent) which determines a~entiveneas. 
One further point to be made here is that an agent is a noun 
phrase, and not just the specification of a noun phrase. Compare 3.11 
and 3.12, 
3.11. Someone broke the ~indov. 
3 .12, John b:rok.e the windm,,. 
~ could be thought of as optiona.J., since 3.12 says wh&t 3.11 says 
and mo;re. But the optionality consists in the specification of the 
subject noun :phrase, and there is thus no difference in a.genti-veness 
between 3.11 a.nd 3.12. 
Both 3.13 and 3,14 are agentive, e.nd so to me.inte.in the 
connection between agentiv.eness and the pr.esenee of an ~gent , we must . 
s_ey tha.t in the deriva.tion of 3.13 an a.gent has been deleted. That is, 
3.13 	is from 3,15, 
3.13, The window was broken on purpo_se. 
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3.14, John broke the window on purpose. 
3 ,15. The windo•., w·a.s broken by someone on purnose. 
From tracin~ agentiveness back to the appearance of an optional 
noun phrase, the agent, it seems natural to proceed to attribute 
agent~veness to the presence of an agent in other cane5, too. An 
agentive sentence like 3.16, ~.re ca.n say, has an 11r,;ent·. ~ven thou11,h 
there is no obvious corresponding agentless sentence. That is, in 
·3,16 the agent is not on,tional, but obligatory, 
3.16. J6hn assassinated the Premier. 
By~ similar extension, a. non-a.p;entive sentence lacks an ai:i;ent,whether 
or not the agent is optional. 
If an agent is optional, then in its absence some other noun 
phrase must fill in for it, since the sent·ence must be supplied with 
a subject, There are many ~articularities and peculiar restrictions 
involYed in deter:r.iining what noun phrase may fill in for a missini:r 
aP,ent; nevertheless a few generalizations may be made. These are: 
.A. The noun nhra.se that fills in may have been a con~tituent of 
the verb phrase, or ~art of such a constituent. 
B. If the fill~in is nart of a constituent, it is uossible for 
the fill-in to be represented twice in the non-a~entive sentence--once 
in subject position and once in its orip;inal position. 
C, There may be several noun phrases that can be chosen to fill 
in for a missing e.gent,giving rise to multiple paraphrases. 
D. If the fill-in is e. genitive, there is a ~resupposition or 
attachment or a part-to-whole relationship between the referent or the 
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genitive and the referent of the noun phrase it modifies. 
E. In case the noun phrase that fills in is animate, the 
sentence mey be functionally ambiguous as between an agentive and a 
non-agentive interpretation, 
F. Non-agentives with fill-in subjects are often rejected in 
a.nti-agentive as well as :pro-ngentive contexts. 
To illustrate A - F, consider first the paradigm of ~entences 
3, l 7 - 3 . 20 • ,-
3 .17, John hit the 'lirindow with the tin of the business 
end of the hammer. 
;t 
3.18. 	 The tip of the business end of the hammer hit the 
wind.ow. 
3.19, The business end of the hammer hit the window with 
its tip.( 
{ the tip. ~ 
3,20. The hemmer hit the window with the tip of 
(its business end,£
i the business end. J 
3,17 is the ngentive member of the µaradigm. In 3,lA, the fill-in is 
the whole instrument phrase; with is deleted. 3.19 and 3.20 have 
subjects de~ived from parts of the instrument phrase, these ~arts bein~ 
optionally represented in their ori;inal positions by pronouns. 3.1.R 
- 3,20 are paraphrases. 
As Cantrall points out in his dissertation (Cantrall, 1969), it 
is possible to fill in with the ~enitive part of an instrumental in a 
case like 3.21 only if it is presupposed that the fender is attached 
to the car at the time of the action. 
3.21, The car 1s left front fender hit the buildin~. 
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3.22. The car hit the building with its left front fender. 
!f the fender flew off of the car and then hit the building, 3,21 
would be appropriate~ but not 3,22, 
The ambiguity between instr'Ull'lent and agent was illustrated by 
Partee I s example. a.bout the Russian {3. 9). 
3,17 - 3.20 are rejected in most of the anti-agentive contexts 
listed in Chapter Two. E.g., 
3,23, The hammer hits the wi.ndow. (not a.n aorist present} 
3,24, *T~e hammer proved to hit the window. 
Although 3.24 is unacceptable, a sentence with an instrurneutal subject 
may sometimes be a complement to prove to if the sentence exnresses 
repeated action or a law or generalization. However in this respect, 
such sentences a.re not different from sentences with agents. 
As Fill.-nore notes in t'T'ne dra.'l1Iner of Hittinp; and Breaking11 ( 1967) • 
surface contact verbs typically giYe paradigms like 3.17 - 3,20. In 
that article he also points out the.t c:1ange-of-state verbs may have 
subjects de:rived from direct objects a.swell as from instruments. A 
genitive within a. direct object may be chosen as secondary subject 
only if it is animate; consequently i'or sentences vith such derivations 
there are e.lways corresponding agentives with the same su~erficial 
form. 
3.25. John broke his leg. (agentive) 
3,26. John's leg broke. 
3.27. John broke his leg. (non-agentive) 
The presupposition of attachment holds in 3.27 just as the previous 
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example 3,22. Thus, in 3,28, whe~e a.tta.chment is most unlikely, there 
is on].')' an agentive reading. 
3,28. John broke his mother's le~. 
T:lis presupposition along with the restriction to animute F,enitives 
makes it impossible to have multiple peruphrases by various choices of 
a. genitive to fill in the subject position. Moreover, we do not 17.et 
agentive/non-agentive ambiguities other than those of the type 3.25 -
3.27 where a genitive fills in, because when the whole ob,1ect fills in 
there is no longer a superficial object. But agentive sentencea vith 
change-ot'-sta.te verbs must ha.ve superficial ob,1ect;,, Thus 3. 29 iro 
unambiguously non-agentive. 
3,29, George melted in the heat. 
Sentences with the verb~ provide paradigms similar to those 
just considered. 
3.30. John stopped Mary's decaying. 
3. 31. Me.rJ 1 s dectwing stopped. 
3. 32. Mary stopped decaying. 
3.30 is the agentive member. In 3.31 the secondary subject is from 
the sentential object of~. while in 3,32 only part of the sententia.1 
object fills in, namely the genitive that com~s from the subject of 
the nominalized sentence. Anparently a. sub.,ective p;enitive is the 
only part of the object that can be made into a. sub,ject. In my own 
variety of English, the subjective genitive cannot become the subject 
o~ ~ and be represented in its original position us vell. ~entences 
like 3. 33 are a.bout as odd as sentences in ·which an inanimate genitive 
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from the object of a ehange-of-state verb has ~een mad~ subject--
like 3.34,  
3.33, ?Mary stopped her decaying.  
3,34. ?The picture broke its frame.  
Given the restriction to fill~ins from subJective genitives the 
only way mUltiple paraphrases could arise in sentences with ston is by 
taking a genitive coming from a sentence subject of a nominalization 
which vas itself the subject of !i2E,1s sentential obJect, That is, 
the genitive would have to come from t'W'O or more sentences down the . . . 
tree. Apparently this does not oeo~r. 
There is an agentive/non-agentive.ambiguity in the stop paradiP:nt! 
3,35 displays this, 
3.35, John stopped running across the pavement. 
The agentive sense here is obvious. The non-agentive interpretation 
is the gory one, in which 3,35 is interpreted in a fashion 1,)arallel to 
3,36. 
3.36. The paint stopped running across the pavement. 
The non-agentive sense of 3.35 arises in the way already discussed. 
The agentive sense is from a derivation in which the subject o~ aton•s~ 
sentential object is an agent, and is identical to the agent subject 
of ston. In this circumstance, the subject Of the lower sentence is 
deleted under identity, r.esultin~ in a surface strin~ identical with 
that of the non~agentive derivation. 
There are several peouliarities •.rlth .!.!21'!.· 3. 37 has a. meaning 
similar to that of 3,30, except that it cou1d be used when Mary had 
'l .. 
l 
I 
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not yet begun to decay. unlike 3.30, 
3.37, John stopped Mary f'rom decayini:;. 
3,38 is similar to 3.35 in the agentive sense, except 3,38 presupposes 
that Jahn (agent) had been running across the pavement repeatedly. 
3,38. John stopped his running across the pavement. 
The Yerb begin, discussed by Perlmutter in his dissertation (1968), is 
similar to .ston (and start)~ except that it is a. 1'1ike-sub,ject 11 Yero. 
That is, if b7gin has a.n agent subject, then this sub,1ect and the 
subject of its sentential object must be identical. Compare 3,39 -
3.43 with 3.30 - 3,32, 3,35, 3.38. 
3,39, *John began Mary's decaying. (violates thP. like-
subject requirement} 
3, 4o. Mary's deca.~rin~ began. (the sentential obJ ect bas 
become the subject) 
3.41. 	 Mary began decaying, (:part of the object has become 
the subject) 
3. 42. ,Tohn began !'Unning across the J}avement. ( a..-nbip;uous) 
3,43, John bege.n his running across the pavement. (he ran 
repeatedly) 
Perlmui::tt?r ar~ues that bep;:in me.y take either one or t.ro complements 
in underlying structure--either a. sentential comt)lement or a simnle 
noun phrase and a sentential ~crnplement. If in the cases in which 
E~gin is shmm to have t,,,10 1,mderlyinp, complements, the begin sentences 
are agentive, then Perlmutter 1 s arguments substantiate m..v contention 
that ~ takes an optional agent. It seems to me that tbese cases 
do indeed require agentive be~in sentences. Foremost among Perlrnutter's 
arguments is one that proceed~ from the like-subject constraint~ discussion 
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of 	which I defer until later (Chapter Gix). 
The last case of optional agents to be considered here is thRt 
of have-sentences (cf, Lee, 19E7). Comnare 3.44 - 3.4Pi with the 
previous pare.dii:,ns. 
3.44. 	 John had a dent in the lower corner of the riKht 
front fender of He.ry I s car , 
Ma.r;ir 	 had a dent in the lower corner of the rip.;ht 
front fender of her car. 
3,46. Me.ry 1 s ce.r he.d e. dent in the lower corner of S" its 1 
right ~ront fender, l ~he~ 
3,47, The right front fender of Mary's ca.r had a dent 
in 	5its ( lo,,er corner, 
~the~ 
3.48. 	 The lower corner of the right front fender of Hary's 
car had a dent (in it). 
3,44 is agentive. 3.45 is ambiguous, but in its non-agentive sensP. is 
a paraphrase of 3.46 - 3.48. The presupposition of a.tte.ch.'nent is of 
significance in 3,46, which would not be anpropria.te if the fender had 
been removed. However, 2.s the non-e.gentive interpretation of 3. !:5 
shovs, the presupposition is not necessary in the case of animate 
genitives. But even here the presupposition is im~ortant, because if 
it does not hold, the animate genitive must be represented in its 
original position. So 3.49 and 3,50 a.re para.phrases, but 3.51 must be 
agentive. 
3.b9. Mary had a scratch on her a.rm. (non-agentive) 
3.50. Mary had a. scratch on the arm. (non-agentive) 
3.51, Mary had a. dent in the car. 
The topic of optional agents vill be taken up again in Chanter Ei~ht. 
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The general line of ree.sonini:; in this chapter has been that a 
certain noun phrase is optional and that its presence or absence 
goes along with agentiveness or the lack of it; conserruently it is 
fair to ~efer the nroperty of agentiveness to this noun phrase. 
A senter.ce is agentive if and only if it he.s an a.p;ent. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
DEEP SUBJECTS 
There is a prima facie case for agents bein~ deep subjects. If 
a sentence has an agent, then either the agent is the surface subJect 
of the sentence or it has been removed from subject position by a 
transformation. The agent can be removed by various deletion trans-
formations, or by passive or.subject-raising ('John is likely to 
kill himself'). Thus unless one can successfully challen~e the 
customary formulation of these transformations as affecting subjects, 
one must find tha~ agents always come from subjects. Since we assume 
that underlying structure is like surface structure unless there is 
evidence to the contrary, we can suppose that all agents are deep 
subjects until faced with such evidence. 
But it has been argued recently by Fillmore and Mccawley that 
there are no deep subjects. If this is so, agents obviously cannot 
be deep subjects. In this,chapter I will try to show that Fillmore's 
and McCawley 1s arguments, far from showing what they purport to show, 
for the most part actually confirm my own conclusion that only agents 
are deep subjects. 
One of Fillmore's arguments (condensed to such an extent ~hat it 
loses much of its force)goes like this (see Fillmore, 1966 and 1968, 
p. 17 ff.). There are roles, or deep cases, of noun phrases that are 
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of semantic and syntactic significance (agent, instrument, exneriencer, 
etc.). Hence these roles should be represented in underlying 
structures. At least it should be true that if two noun phrases play 
different roles, they should start out lookin~ different. If the 
surface subjects which a.re cor..monly sun:oosed also to be deen sub,1ects 
~ere really deep subjects, the ~equirernent of different representations 
for different roles would not be met, This is bees.use surface subJects 
may ha.ve a number of different roles. Conseci_uently sub,1ecthood cannot 
be a categor:,•;of underlying structure, since it has no unique semantic 
significance. 
I agree completely with Fillmore's assillllptions a.nd rea.sonin~ as 
fa.r as the last sentence. My proposal of course is that suh.jecthood 
does have a uniaue semc.ntic siP,nificance, namely that of ai:;e?.'lt. Given 
the correctness of the are;ument sa.ve for the conclusion that there are 
no deep subjects, it follows that if a~ents can be sho~n to be deen 
sub,lects. then noun phrases in roles other than that of ap,ent must not 
be deep subjects. 
The second Fillmorea.n a:r.gument (although he does not actually 
give it as an argument) is one that I draw from his e.nal:,•sis of passives 
{see Fillmore, 1968, p. 37 ff.). Consider the paradigms that were 
discussed in Chapter Three, such as 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.1. John hit the ;rindm. with the hrunrner. 
4.2. The hammer hit the window. 
The hammer plays the same role in 4 .1 and 4. 2, and so ,.re would 1 i.ke 
to say that this noun phrase ste.rts out in the same position in the 
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derivation of 4.2 as it does in the derivation of 4.1. Fillmorets 
proposal is that, in the absence of an a~ent in 4.2, the instrument 
is moved to the ~ront. We see a comparable situation in the paradiizy: 
4.3 - 4.4. 
4.3, The fish was eaten by John. 
4.4. John ate the fish, 
!&h£ plays the same role in both sentences; we know that noun phrases 
can be moved into subject position (and prepositions eliminated) from 
analyzing situations involving optional agents; consequently in 4.4 
John must be a secondary subject created by moving a ki:_-phrase to the 
front. 
The reasoning here 1 although obviously not probative, is plausible~ 
at least et first sight. There are, I think, t~o ~ood reasons for 
dis-believing the conclusion that agents are secondai;r subjects, The 
:first is that nothing is gained in this reanalysis of the na.ssive by 
way of giving a unique representation to a role. The usual formulation 
of the passive as affecting a subject will give~ the same position 
in the underlying structures of 4.3 and 4.4, since 4.3 and 4.4 
will have the same underlying structure. Furthermore, the reasoninR 
of the precedinp, argument that subjecthood is note dee~ cate~oriJ 
woul.d show that the passive ~-phrase ia not a deep cate~or::,r, either. 
The term 'agent-phrase' often a~plied to the passive El_-phrase is a 
misnomer, sinoe the El_-phrase need not be an agent. Consider 4,5 4.10 
vhere the noun phrase after J!l. expresses various roles. 
4.5, Mary •..,as believed by John to be pref'knant. (experience!') 
!,', ,,, 
I 
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4.6. The thier~ was seen by ,Tohn. (experiencer) 
4.7. Ohio is bounded by Leke Erie on the north. (location) 
4.8. Mary was annoyed by John's ee.tinp; the fish. {ob,ject?) 
4. 9. The ...,indow ,..,,.as broken b:r the hM.mer. (instrument) 
4.10. The letter was received by John. (patient?) 
notice the contrast with the optional e.r;,;ent. examples, where one must 
refer to the role of the noun phrase to determine ~hether it can be 
made into a subject. The correspondence between subjects and passive 
EZ.-phrases seems to be inde~endent of semantic role. 
' ' The second point has to do with Fillmore's special rule that tells 
whe.t preposition is to be used with an instrument (see Fillmore, 19~8, 
p, 32). Compare 4.11 and 4.12. 
4.11. The ·<lndov was broken with the hammer. 
4,12. The window was broken by the hemmer, 
Fillmore claims that a.n agent iu notionally present in 4.11, but not 
in 4.12 (see Fillmore, 1966, ~- 22; and al.so Ha.11, 1965, pp. 25-26). 
agree ;nth this observation (notice that on nurnose ce.n be added to 
4 .11 but not to 4.12) . He then gives the following rule: if there is 
an agent present, the instrumental preposition is with, otherwise it 
is El.· Hith the usual formulation of the pe.ssive tra.nsforma.tion, the 
proviso that the preposition is Ex. if there is no a.gent is unnecessary. 
The~ is supplied by the passive transformation. The absence of an 
a.gent is predicted from the absence of an agent in !.,13, which in turn 
follovs from the fact that an instru.'l!ent becomes subject only in the 
absence or an a.P,ent. 
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4,13. The he.rnmer broke the vindow. 
}toreover, F'illmore's treatment of the ::pA.ssive would complicate m;m7r n:f' 
the rules that determine what 11reposition is to be used with a. r;iven 
role, as 4.5 - 4.10 demonstrate. 
The:re is another a.rgu,"ltent that a.gents are not deep su.b.1ects that 
is not so easy to deal with. Fillmore maintains that the~e is a 
•subject-choice hiera.rch:r 1 which determines what nou."l. '[Jhre.ses may be 
made into subjects. For example. if a sentence has both an instrument 
and e.n obJect, the in$tri.unent becomes the subject (in the e.bi-umce of 
any special mark on the verb); but if the sentence has only an ob,]ect, 
this Qecomes the subject. Looking at matters in this vay, one would 
sa.y that the prima facie case for agents being deep subjects, snoken 
of at the beginning o~ this chanter. is mere1¥ a special instance of 
the subject-choice hiera.rcb;r--a.n a.gent is the first choice for a. 
subject. But this reasoning is again only plausible. It could vell 
be that there is a subject-choice hierarchy in which agents do not 
participate. I would prefer to look at it in the fallovinM way: if 
there is a subject-choice hierarchy, one would like to account for it 
on independent grounds. Showing that agents are deen sub.jects is a. 
first step in providing e.n inde~endent account. 
Let us now take up McCa.w-1ey 1s arguments (from his paper "En~lish 
11.s a VSO Language". ·1970). McCa.rley does not actually argue that there 
are no underlyin~ subjects; rather he wants to show that in up.derlyin~ 
st:ructure (and throughout the cycle) verbs precede their sub,jects. 
However, if the term 'suhJeet 1 when applied to underlyir>.g structures~ 
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is taken to mean what it does ...,.hen applied to surface structures, then 
!·!cCa.w-1ey 1s underlying structures must be said to have no subJects. 
For example, HcCawley would derive 4.14 from 4.15 (or rather a. 
structure en_uivalent to 4,15 ·.nth res-pect to the matters under 
discussion). 
h,lh. Max kissed Sheila. 
4 .15. s[}:iss !·tax SheilaJ8 
I ta.l{e a subject to be a. noun phrase that comes before the verb and 
;· 
is in construction ...,.ith the verb plus the other constituents of the 
sentence (the verb phrase). In h,15, although Max is to become a 
subject, Max is not a. subject in the ordinary sense. 
McCa;,.-le;r gives seven arguments that the verb comes first in a. 
sentence. In deciding the sisnificance of these ar~u.>nents for the 
hypothesis tha.t agents are the only deep sub,jects, it is important to 
realize that under the hy·pothesis verbs will come first in their 
sentences unless there is an agent. I believe that McCa.vley's 
arguments are irrelevant for deciding bet~een the two views that there 
are no deep subjects and that the only deen sub.jects are e.p;ents. 
The first argument is that the passive transformation can be 
simulified to l)erform just one operation if verbs are first. An 
assumption, which I do not really believe but will accent for the 
moment, is that the passive be is not added by transformation but is 
present in the underlying structures of passives. I reproduce two of 
McCawley 1 s diagrams as 4.16 and 4,17; these give two underlyin~ 
structures for 'Sheila was kissed by Max,' and indicate by dotted 
- -
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lines what the passive transformation does. 
4.16. 
s 
!TP~ ---------'I? 
I 	 I 
.··-~s~ 
. lf? . A vz<·.. 
: .,. : : / ,. :::- . 
•• Max ' ' V ,' NP • 
- · / I I ' ,
'l 	 • • J 
kiss .' Sheila , . . . . ' 	 . ' .. - - , 
. - - -	 -r 
4.17. 	 s  
\~~NP  
{ 	 I 
'oe 	 S -4· ... · • ·./J~·~.. 
V ·NP, J-iP'
I ~ I · I \ 
kiss ·..Max .'. Sheila ;... . - ...,; 
4.16 assumes that verbs are always second, while 4.17 assumes that 
verbs a.re first. Under the first assumption, the passive transformation 
must perform two operations, but under the second accumption it need 
perfonn only one. Hence putting verbs first simplifies the Jmssive. 
(In 4.17, Sheila would later become the derived subject by McCawley 1 s 
'V-UP inversion' transformation, which would be required also in non-
~assive derivations.) 
trow under the hypothesis that agents are the only deep subjects, 
one can have an analysis in ~hich passive involves only one operation. 
4.18 indicates ho~ this might be done. 
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4.18. s 
j 
VP 
V/ ~NP 
I I  
be S ""t- - •. 
,-~~ ~--. __ 
,• NP , /VP,"'·.
I I ..,.' J . ' , !•ax, V NP \ 
' .. .. - ' ..., I I \ 
kiss Sheila 1 
....... - - - .  
Consequently McCawley's argument does not show that "even aa:ents" a.re 
not deep subjects. I emphasize that I do not believe h.18 to represent 
a good analysis of passives, but would point out this analysis is no 
verse than that represented in 4.17, 
McCawley's .second argument is that the statement of there-insertion 
is simplified if verbs are first in their sentences. The there of 
sentences li1(e 4.19 is supplied by there-insertion. 
4.19, There is a unicorn in the garden. 
However, there-insertion cannot apply to sentences with ap;ents: 
4. 20. *'rhere were some men broke the window, 
4. 21. *T'nere was a boy careful to do it right. 
So there-insertion can be simplified equally well if agents are sub~ects 
a.t the time at which it applies; representing agents as deer subjects 
may even help to account for the non-applicability in cases like 4.20 -
4.21. 
The third, fourth and fifth arRuments concern three transforma-
tions that tra~sfer material from embedded sentences to the embeddin~ 
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sentences. These transformations are subject-raisin~, negative-
raising and predicate-raising. The point is that the source sentence 
can be either a sentential subject or a sentential ob,1ect ( acceptinp.: 
the superficial evidence that all sentences start with subjects) 
so that t1to formulate any of these three transformations .,rould require 
great ingenuity in the manipulation of symbols, since either the 
thine; being extracted from the embedded sentence would have to r.iove 
to the right ,;;hen extracted fro:n a sub.ject complement e.nd to the 
left when extracted from en object complement (this is the case vith 
negati...e-ra.ising a.'1.d predicate-raisinp;), or it would be moved over 
different thinp;s depending on whether it is extracted from a sub,ject 
complement or an object-complement." (p. 296). We ~et around these 
a~kwardnesses very nicely, thou~h. if the sentence complements start 
out to the right of the verb rep,ardless of 'W'hether they are destined 
to become subjects or objects, 
These three arguments are most persuasive in themselves, but of 
course they don't show that agents come at the right of' the verb, i:;ince 
sentential complements are never a.gents. 
The last two arguments are about the placement of onlv and~ 
(when they apply to ~hole sentences) and conjunctions. If onlv, ~ 
and conjunctions are considered to be ,,erbs, their correct position i~ 
predicted under the verb-first hypothesis. I refer to McCawle;•' s 
article for details. The point I wish to make here is that even if one 
does consider these items to be verbs, it is difficult to i~n~inP. 
that they could te.ke agents. Ap,ain, then, there is no evidence that 
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agents are ever to the right of' their verbs. 
If they are correct, McCavle~r' s a.rp:uments show that in certain 
cases superficial non-ai:i;ent subjects a.re not deeu sub,jects. This 
confirms ,ny otm vieu that onl:r a.gents are deep sub,iects. There is 
a further confirmation in the fact that, so far a.s I knov, there are 
no arguments alonq; the lines of HcCa:wley 1 s to shov that ar;ent.s must 
come atter their verbs. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
PREDICATE-RAISII'lG 
Consider McCawley's proposed derivation of sentences with the 
verb kill (z.tcca...-ley, 1970, p. ~95): 
... 5,1. ;.' s 
~ 
Cause x S 
~ 
Become S 
~ not s 
Ali~ 
+ 5.2. s 
/r---.._ 
Causex ~ 
Become S 
~ 
Not Alive y 
~ 
Cause x S 
~ 
Become Not Alive y 
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-+- 5,4. s  
kill 
The underlying structure is 5.1. Successive applications of predicate-
raising convert 5.l to 5.2, 5.2 to 5.3, a.nd 5,3 to 5.4. Predicate-
raising is thus the ame.lga.mation of a verb in a complement with the 
verb of the embedding sentence. The transrorma.tion applies before the 
insertion of' le.xica.l items; the further change, Cause-Become-N'at-
Alive -+ kill, is indicated in 5. 4. I will argtte in Chapter Hine 
that not all sentences with causative verbs have derivations like this 
and•that kill does not have a comnlex source. Let us assume for the 
~ -
time being, hm,•ever, that McCawley 1 s theory is essentially correct, e.nd 
that and other causative verbs come from Cause {an abstract 
predicate with some properties of the word~} plus some lower 
verbs, Predicate-raising vill then play a part in the derivation of 
sentences with causative verbs other than or its synonyms, 
Notice first that in the derivation 5.l - 5.4 there a.re no elements 
intervening betveen the verbs that a.re amalgamated bJr predicate-
raising except for the last application (5,3 - 5.4). Consider then how 
~e would modify the underlying structure 5.1 under the hypothesis that 
agent5 a.re deep subjects. Assuming that 'x' represents an agent and 
me.king slightly different assumptions about the appearance of under-
lying structures, we arrive at 5,5. In 5.5 there are no elements 
intervening between any tvo of the verbs that are to be amalgell!ated 
--------
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by predicate-raising. 
5,5, s 
NP-----~VP 
I 	 ~----x 	 V NP 
I l 
ca.use S 
I 
VP__....-......._  
V HP 
I I 
become S ; 	 I 
VP 
V -----~NP 
I l 
not S 
I 
YP 
v NP 
I 	 l 
alive y 
On the other hand, if 'x' is not an agent, it would originate 
from somewhere after~- The only question we need ask here is 
whether the source of a non-agent 'x' would be before or after cause's 
complement sentence (Yhose me.in verb in this example is become). 
Since in surface structure no noun phrase can come between cause 
and its sentential object, it is reasonable to assume that 1x' 
would come after the sententis.1 object in underlying structure. If 
1x 1this is so, the tree corresponding to 5,5 with represented as a 
non-agent would be 5,6. 
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5.6. S 
I 
VP-...... _______, ··... 
V 
I 
I·iP 
I 
)IP 
1 
cause 5 x 
I 
become 
NP 
! 
s 
VP 
V----1
I 
NP 
l I 
not S 
I 
VP 
NPv ----------I I 
a.live y 
Just as in 5,5, so in 5,6 there are no intervening elements between 
~ and become, become and ~' or ~ and ~. 
The reformulation of the underlying structures of causative 
sentences, exemplified in 5,5 - 5,6, makes it possible to propose a 
constraint on predicate-raising. T"ne constraint I propose is that 
predicate-raising cannot move a verb across an intervenin~ element. 
That ist the verbs amalgamated by predicate-raising must be contiguous. 
We have seen that the hypothesis that agents are simply deep 
subjects requires an underlying structure for a sentence ~1th kill 
in which the noun phrase to become the superficial subject does not 
intervene between cause and become. But the hypothesis predicts that 
there vill be one situation in ,which cause e.nd,become are separated 
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by a noun phrase in underlying structure--vii., vhen become takes 
en a.gent. The superficial verb become can take an agent, as is 
shown by 5,7 - 5,8. 
5,7. Harry told Mary to become e. nun. 
5 .8. Mary cleverly became a nun. 
Suppose, then, we start with an underlying structure of the form 
5,9, where 'y' is an agent and therefore a deep subject. 
5,9. s 
~ 
NP VP 
I~  
x V NP 
.I I 
cause s 
-~ 
NP VP 
J ,,~
1 • • 
become 
The constraint just proposed will prevent predicate-raising from 
applying to wnalgamate cause and become in a structure like 5,9. 
Whether this prediction is borne out will depend on vhether there a.re 
causative verbs in English that take agent objects. Predicate-
raising will change 5,9 into Cx cause-become y ,,.J, where 'y' goes 
back to a deep subject and hence, by hypothesis, is an agent. Are 
there sentences like 'John killized Mary George• (meaning 'John 
caused Mary to kill George')? By-and-large, there are not. *Killize 
is an impossible English verb(I will consider verbs like gallop in 
a moment). 
The argument is nov the following. If agents are the only deep 
subjects, then agents may be the only subjects present when predicate-
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raising applies. It then becomes possible to place a natural 
constraint on predicate-raising, the existence of this constraint 
being confirmed by the non-occurrence of causative verbs with 
agent objects. 
There are at least four objections that could be raised to the 
foregoing argument. The first is that there are, after all, verQs 
in English that take agent objects. The intransitive verbs walk, 
run, gallop, canter, follov certainly ma:r take agent sub.l ects: 
5,1~. The horse eagerly the field.c~~:::.:l across 
ca...'itered__j 
5.11. The horse eagerly followed (after) the trainer. 
There are correspo~ding transitive causatives, whose objects have 
the same role as do the subjects of the intransitive sentences (see 
Lyons, 1968) : 
fwalked } 
5,12. The trainer l ;:loped the horse a.cross the field. 
L_~antered 
5.13. The trainer led the horse (after him). 
5.12 - 5.13 a.re thus causatives with agent objects, and one must 
conclude that there is no fa~tual basis for the argument offered. 
There are several lines that could be taken in replyin~ to this 
objection. One would be to observe that the objects in 5,12 - 5,13 
do not satisfy the tests for agentiveness given in Chaµter Two. 
For instance, 5,14 - 5.15 are unacceptable, 
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;:;ked l 
5.14. ~The trainer { galloped f the horse eagerly 
cantered 
a.cross the field. (The horse vas eager.) 
5,15. *The trainer led the horse eagerly after him. 
(The horse was eager.) 
If manner adverbs could refer to objects, as in the intended 
interpretations of 5,14 - 5.15, this would indicate that the objects 
were agents (see Chapter Ten). The most acceptable exwnple of this 
that I have found is 5.16, which is at best me.rp:ina.l.
; 
5.16. 	?The policeman led the child dejectedJ.Y out of tbe 
ice-cream parlor. (The child was dejected.) 
My problem here is that I do not know enough a.bout the "tests for 
agentiveness" to be able to judge when they should be applicable. 
Instead of attempting to determine directly whether the objects in 
question are agents, I will rely on a conclusion to be reached in 
Che.pter !fine. I argue in Chapter Nine that ...hep there is e.n agent 
subject, a causative verb cannot be syntactically decomposed into 
~ plus one or more other verbs. There are verbs that result from 
predicate-raising to~' but such verbs occur only in non-agentive 
sentences. Granted the validity or this conclusion, the derivations 
of 5.14 - 5,15 do not involve predicate-raising to~. because 
the sentences a.re agentive. In fact, the verbs in question (walk, 
etc.) are pro-agentive ~hen used transitively: 
5.17. *The saddle 	 the horse across the field.(~~;•d} 
l~a.ntered 
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It is true that transitive~ rnay take a non-a~ent subject (5.18), 
but in this case lead seems no longer to be a. causative; ;.19 is 
not close in meaning to 5.18. 
5.18. Polaris led us out of the vilderness. 
; 5.l9,??Polaris caused us to follow sfter it out o~ the 
vild.erness. 
Of course, ~he force of this reply will depend on the quality of 
argumentation in Chapter !fine. 
McCa.wle~'s analysis of kill (quoted in the fi:rst part of this 
chapter} is from the present standpoint incorrect. However, a 
different causative Yerb (one that does come from~ plus other 
verbs) 'l.'ould exemplify the predicate-raising tra.nsforma.tion equally 
•..ell, 
A second objection, which I will mention but not reply to, 
concerns the second causative constructions in la.n~ages like Hindi 
and Finnish. The second causatives have verbs like the hypothetical 
English verb *killi~e--causatives of agentive verbs, In these t~o 
languages not onl:y may the sentential complement of a second 
causative be agentive, but apparently it must be agentive {for 
Hindi, see Kachrut 1966, pp. 62ff; for Finnish, see Wall, 1968). 
An inquiry into the second causative construction vould of course 
t!l.ke us vell beyond the bounds or English syntax. Suffice it to 
se.y at this point that I make no claim of universality ror the constraint 
on predicate-raising I have ~reposed. 
Yet another objection is that the non-occurrence of agent objects 
is a s~ecial case of one or more general phenomena. FilllnQre has 
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argued that there can be but one instance of a role, or deep case, 
per underlying clause (discounting conjunctions ot noun phrases; 
see Fillmore, 1966, 1968}. If we reject the causative analysis of 
verbs like kill and regard causative constructions as having 
underlying structures roughly the same as their superficial structures, 
then the non-occurrence of the configuration 'Agent Verb Agent 1 is 
an instance of the .one-role-per-clause restriction. On the other 
hand, the non-occurrence of 'Non-Agent Verb Agent' is an instance of 
Fillmore's subject-choice hierarchy (other things being equal, an 
agent is the first choice for subject; see Chapter Three). As must 
be apparent, the choice betveen these alternative acco\Ults will 
depend crucially on some agreement about the underlying complexity 
of causative constructions. If there a.re causative constru~tions in 
whose derivations predicate-raising to~ plays a part ( as I 
maintain there are, in Chapter Nine} , then the lac:k of superfi da.l 
conf'igura:tions o:f the form 'Hon-Agent Verb Agent' requires a.n account 
that goes beyond Fillmore's generalizations, 
The last objection is one that is discussed in Chapter Nine. 
I give there an analysis of' a. certain stress phenomenon which seems 
to indicate that predicate-raising moves verbs ac:ross experiencer 
noun phrases, If this analysis is correct, the constraint on 
predicate-raising cannot be maintained. 
CHAPTER SIX 
'!'HE LIKE-SUBJ;:CT REQUI:{E:.f.El!T 
In ce~tain cases the subject of an embedded sentence ~ust be 
identical to so~e noun phrase in the natrix sentence. For instance 
the subjectiof leave in 6.1 and 6.2t althou~h it has been deleted, 
is understood to be John. 
6.1. John condescended to leave. 
6,2. Harry persuaded John to leave. 
note that such cases a.s G.l and 6.2 e.re entirely distir.ct from the 
instances of sub,1 ect-re.isinp; that have been brought up earlier 
(Chapters 'I~..ro and Three). To note on.1:r one di:'ference. the main 'Terb 
of a sentence like 6.1 or 6.2 restricts a noun phrase in the nosition 
of John to animacy. One does not find sue~~ restriction in cases of 
subject-raising; note 6.3 and 6.4. 
6,3, It is likely to rain. 
6.4. Harri; believed it to have rained, 
Owing to this and other differences from derivations ~ith subject-
raisin~, it has alwa.:rs been supposed that in 6.1, for example, 
condescend and leave both start out with sub,ject (both are !l£>Jm) and 
that the subject of le~~ :i.!3 deleted (see Poutsma, 19011-26; and 
Rosenbaum, 1967). It follows :from the unaccepta.hilit:r of 6.5 - 6.8 
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that the subject of the complement is required to be the same as the 
noun phrase in the higher sentence and that this sub.1ect must be 
deleted. 
6.5. *John condescended for George to leave. 
6.6. *John condescended for himself to leave. 
6. T. *Harr:t persuaded John for Georp:e to leave. 
6.8. *Harry persuaded John for himself to lea.Ye. 
Perlmutter has terme~ this requirement of identity the 1like-
subject requirement, 1 Since Rosenbaum's analysis of the phenomenon 
(see Rosenbaum, 1967, p. 17), it has received much discussion. 
Lakoff (1965) proposes a connection betveen the requirerne~t and the 
deletion of the complement sub,i ect. Perlmutter (1968) a.r.u;ues that 
t.he like-subject requirement a:p-plies to underlying structures, while 
Pasta.l's (196fi) contention is that the deletion of the comulement 
subject takes nlace sometime after its delete.bili t:r is established. 
J·!ost recently Grosu (1970) he.s claimed the.t the like-subject ::-eriuirement 
must apply between two subjects. This is not a comprehensive revie~ of 
the literature on this subject, nor has the matter been ma.de so clear 
by any of th_ese e.uthors that further discussion can be a.voided. My 
pli.rpose here is just to build on Perlmutter's analysis in order to 
construct an argument for a.e;ents I beinF", the only deen sub,jects. 
Let me first give a brief paraphrase of one of Perlmutter•~ 
arguments the.t the like-subject requirement must be a~plied at the 
level of underlying structure (Perlmutter, 1968, p. 39). Aside from 
e doubtful case of a pre-cyclic transformation (S-deletion; see Lakoff, 
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19G6), the ce.rliczt trn.nsf6r:mations in ~ derivation a.nnl:r cyclice.ll~r--
f'irst to !>entenr:es ;rhich do not them,-e)vc~ include ernhP.drle,1 se:1tenc~~ 
then to sentence£ that embed the ~rccedin~ sort or s~ntenc~s fto 
'~1hich the c:,clic transforma.tions have apnlied once) 1 and 110 on 1111 n. 
rhrase ~tructure tree. A cons~raint is 'Pre-c;rc!ic' i. f it !'lHst; Rnf\l~r 
to a.n e:nbetlciing sentence before a. cyclic t!"ansformation ha.s anr,l::en 
to the sentence embedded in the eMbeddin~ sentence. It follmrs f~orn 
the precedi11g that a rre-c;/clic constraint annlies very ea.rl:r in P.. 
derivation; in the absence of evidence to the contr~ry nu~h R con5traint 
rnay be asswr.ed to armly 1:1t the le1rel of' underl;rini:>; structure. It 
suffices then ~6 shov th~t 1the like-~ubject re~uirernent is~ nre-~~clic 
constraint. 
Perlmutter gives the examnles 6.9 and h,10. 
i 
,·;. 9. I condescended tn allov him to f'.O. 
6.10, *I condescended to be a.llowed to (!.O. 
6.lG must be unacceptable ~ecause it fails to meet the like--'sub._iect 
requirement, :re·t after the passive transformation has applierl to the 
sentential object of 9.2.ndescend the requirement is met. Conse~ucntly 
the appropriate place in the derivation of G.10 to appl:r the likP.-
sub,ject requirement is before the passive transformation has ap'!"llied 
to the complement (when it has the form of 'someone allnw me to r:o'). 
Since the requitF.ment is st:a.ted on the rna.in sentence of' (,,10 (the 
antecedent is the subject of £.Q!lde~!!) before the comnlF.mF.nt is 
nassivized, and since passive is n cyclic trn.nsformation (see Lakoff. 
19GG. and :kCa:wle:r, 1970), the like-sub,1ect re(luirernent is :indeed nre-
cyclic. 
The argument based on rerlmutte:r I s de~onstrnti'on now· {'oes ns 
follo~rs. If a~ents a.re the only neep sub.1ects., we prerlict that th? 
sentential oliJect of _sonuescenq, must he nr:enti·.rP., ns in fact i.t rn11:1t. 
Perlmutter notes thri.t condescend'~ c:omnleJ1'1ent cannot hl'l.ve n. :1t.A.tivr 
r.tain verb, 1.,ut .in f'act the com:)lemP.nt r.annot hn11c nny A.nti-f!.f'f1ntivP. 
6 .12. ¾\fohn condescended to haYe red hair. 
G_.12. *,T ohn condescended to prove to like fish. 
6.13, *John conde,cended to loom over us. 
If it we:r-e not the case that agents '.tere rleep sub 1ects P.nd the onl.v 
such, then there would be no apparent connection bet-ween these tv('J 
constraints on the cornplenent of _condescend: that thf';' complement 
must meet the likc-sub.1ect requirement nnd that it must llP. llP:entiv!'!, 
There are difficulties with thi,, a::-p;umr.nt, 1mt l"JP.forc look in!' n.t 
these let me note twc more instances •,there it =;eerns th11.t an A.t~entivr~ 
restriction is a conse(luence of the like-subJect re'1uirernent. The 
sub,ject of e. !:>z-clause which is constituent in an a,:i:entive sentence is 
understood to be coreferential vith the agent sub.ject of the main 
sentence~ as in 6.14 - ~.15. 
6.14. ,fohn assassina.t.ed the Premier by shootinr. hir,i. 
6, 15. *John assassine..ted the Premier by Harr~, 1 :, shootinf" b:ir,,. 
But as was noted in Chapter Two, in such circumstances the sent~ncP. 
of the p_y_-clause must be e.P,entive. 
A similar exanrple is ap;entive ber,_i.!l.• Tt was prono!lerl in Chapter 
' Three that ~f,J~ takes an optional a~ent, which must be present in a 
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pro-ap;entive context like ~lev~r_!y_ in 6.J..6. 
6.16. John cleverly began run~ing. 
Supplyin~ the understood subject of run, we tind, then, two John's 
in the underl:rinr, st:::-ucture of 6.16, the second of which is deleted. 
Eut the subject o~ run cannot be different from John, as 6.17 shows, 
so here ·-re have a case of the like-sub,Ject requirement. 
6.17. *John cleverly began l·~ary 's rmmin~. 
From this w~ predict that b~in in an ar.entive sentence must take an 
agentive ob,J ect complement, •.,rhich turns out to be the caSP.. 
G. 18. *Joh.'1 cleverly be.i;an loom.in~ over us . 
Naturally the like-sub.ject re(luirement could not apply to a non-a,r;:entive 
sentence with be_gin since there is no antecedent noun phrase, so the 
acceptability and non-agentiveness of 6.19 are correctly predicted. 
G.19. John began loominR over us. 
Now there a.re difficulties with Perlmutter' s ana.lysi s of the 1 ike-
subject requirement; some he points out, and others ere broup;ht up by 
i·\ewmeyer in Aspectual Verbs in Eng1:-ish (1969). But a.side from these 
difficulties, which I will not discuss, there is at least one problem 
in connecting the like-subject and ap:entive constraints in the YB.;f I 
have just :propo5ed. This is that there are verbs that have Just one 
of these constraints on their complements. If the two constraints can 
apply separately, then there is a case for reP,e.rding it as a coincidence 
that both apply to sentential complement of verbs like condescend. 
The true causative verb have re~uires a.n agentive sentential 
ob,ject, yet does not impose the like-subject requirement. In exa'llples 
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6.20 - 6.22 I cite sentences with have in the prop;ressive. since thi::i 
eliminates a possible confusion with t~o other have constructions 
whici1 were termed 1 stative' and 1 pseudo-ca.use::·,ive 1 in Lee (lcif7), 
Stative ~P.Y~. a.nd pseudo-causative have do not occur in the pro~resnive 
and, instead of requirinp: a.r:entive complements, disallow them. 
6.2G. Mary was having John l>e careful. 
6.21. *l·t~{ was having ,John lOOJll over them. 
6.22. *Har1J was having John grov to like fish. 
On the other hand, try, ma_tiage, succeed in impose the like-sub,1 ect 
requirement (6.23 - 6.26), yet sometimes allow non-agentive cornple~ents 
(6. 27 - 6. 32) . 
mana.ged16. 23. John to leave.{ tried 
G.24. *John {ma.~a~ed1 for trary to leave.triea 
6.25. John succeeded in lea.vinp;.  
G.2c. *John succeeded in ~-to.n'"'s leavinp:.  
6.21. John tried to hear· the funn:r coise.  
but 6.28. *LTohn cleverly heard the funny noise.  
6.29. John manap;ed to worry ~,tary. 
but 6.30, 'tJohn avidly worried Mary. (not in the sense 'harass') 
6. 31. John succeeded in r:i'rin!? Mary a.n ur~e to trin him. 
but 6. 32. ?Harry persuaded ,John to ~:Ive Mary a.n urp;e to tri r him. 
This second sort of case, where the like-sub,ject requirement does not 
entail an agentive constre.int, is the worse for the theory that a~r.nt~ 
a?"e the only deep sub,jects, because it seems to show the.t some non-
. ngents e.re deep subJ ect s. In the rest of thi. s cha::nter, I vi 11 attempt 
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a salvage operation by introducing an epicycle, There are two 
like-subject 	re4uirernents. one of which· applies at or soon after the 
level of underlyin~ structure (the deep requirem~nt) and the second 
of wn-ich applies later, when 
: 
non-agent noun phrases ha.ve become 
subjects (the level of shallo~ structure; see La.~off, 1969), The 
deep require:ment does entail that the comple:ment be agent:l.v~, but 
the shallow 	one does not. 
There a.re at 	least three cases where I think one can see two 
., 
like-subJect·requirements at: work. The first is in an infinitival 
complement of the verb ~3.!.· Conside~ 6.33, 
6.33. 	 John asked the guard to be allowed to leave the 
room .. 
'i':"le understood subject of the comnlement sentence is of course ,John, 
but the understood subject of the active source sentence is the P.Uard. 
That these understandings are imposed by like-sub,1ect reouirements is 
shown by the marginnl nature of 6,34 - 6.36, 
6.34, ?John asked the f.;Uard for Harry to be allowed to 
leave the room. 
6,35. 	 ?John asked the guard for Harry- to allow hi~ to leave 
the room. 
6. 36. 	 ?John asked the r,uard to be allowed by H~r:r to leave 
the room. 
Jfote that the constraint on the subject of the complement's active 
source sentence is pre-cyclical, while the constraint on the subject 
of the pa.ssivized corn'Plement cannot be pre-cyclical. It shoul.d now 
follow that the noun phrase constrained by the dee~~ pre-cyc+ic 
requirement must be P..n ar;ent; this is demonstrated by the uriaccentabilit:v 
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of t>. 37, ;.rhich follows from the fR.ct that r;. '.1e would ordinRrily 'bP. 
internreted non-a~entively. 
6. 37, *,Tohn asked the guard to be r;i •.ren a tennency to 
vomit. 
6. 38. 'l'he guard gave John a. tendency to vornit. 
A second case of t·..ro like-sub,ject requirements is s:iven in ti. 19, 
6. 39. The Premier we.s asse.ssinnted ·oy "oeinp:; shot. 
':'he subject of ~£__shot is understood to be the Pre111~!.t. but also the 
unspecified logical sub,jects of }:>e assassinated and be shot: a.re under-
stood to be coreferential. ,As in the previous case, the two aRreements 
are oblip;a.toz-y, and the sentence vhose sub.1ect is const:rainen must. h8 
agentive. It is worth~hile pointin~ out here that the shallow like-
sub.1ect constraint could not be :::-eformule.ted to constrain idem:ity 
between the objects of the embedded and ernbeddin~ sentences and apr,ly 
pre-cyclicallYi because of the difference in acceptability between 6.40 
and 6.41 (both of ..-hich come from the same underlyinP, structure). 
6.40, Someone assassinated the Premier by usinp a P,un. 
6. 41. *The Premier was as sass inE!,.ted b;,r e. gun 1 s beinp: used. 
These J?z.-clause constructiohs vill be looked a.tin more detail in 
Chapters Seven and Eight. 
The third instance of the shallow like-sub,1ect const:raint is less 
certain. Sentence 6.43 is .just as bad a.s G.42 (the sort of example 
Perlmutter 1 s ana.1;;-sis is designed to handle). 
6.42. *I condescended to be allowed to go. 
6.43. *I condescended for ,John to be allowed (by me) to p;o. 
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If the underlyinp; sub,1ect of the complement sentence in 6.43 is!, 
the deep like-zubject requirement is satisfied, yet 6.4'3 is unaccep-
ta.ble. Both 6.42 and 6,43 could be rulecl out by constrainina;; 
condescend 1 s complement to meet the deep and the shallow like-sub.l ect 
req_uirements. ':he only thing that m!:!..kes th:.s case doubtful is the.t 
?erl.mutter has a.n alternative explanation of the unacceptability of 
6. 43. He proposes (attributinp: the cbservation to ,Tohn Eoss) that· 
•· ... an ungrammatical sentence always results if the passive trans-
formation applies in an embedded sentence whose sub,1ect is identic1:.l 
to the subject of the matrix sentence.'' (p. 59). Such a constraint 
·,;ould obviously rule out 6. h3. I am ·..rilling to propose a di~ferl?:1t 
account only because I find it difficult to believe in the unaccepta-
bility of' sentences like 6. hu. even without special emphasis on the 
pronoun. 
6.11. The doctor ) wanted ( ~ expected 5 John to be examined by 
him. (where hi~ refers to the doctor) 
W'nichever account of 6.43 is accepted, it appears that if n 
sentential complement must meet the deep like-subJect requirement, then 
it also meets the shallow requirement. 
It cannot be said, howeYer, that the mysteries of try, m~, 
and succeed in have now been plumbed. Althou~h I ha.Ye r:iven some 
evidence for a shallow like-subJect requirement (or perhurs a re-
application of the deep requirement), if this were the only requirement 
on the complements of try, etc,, these complements should appear as 
passives. However 6,45 shows that thel' do not. 
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6,h5. ?Jonn ftried ( to be allowed to leaYe. manap;ed 5 
Examples like 6,45 derive their marf.;inal accerta.hilit:1 t'ror:i inte!"prc-
tations as reduced causatives ('John tried to get them to allow him 
to leave 1 ). as Pe~lmutter shows, and so still manife~t the deep lir.e-
sub.l ect constraint. 
One further problem is the determination of the antecedr.nt of 
the like.:..sub,J ect constraint. FollowinP: up La.koff 1 s (19,;5) decompos i -
tion of causatives (e.g.~ ~rsuade may be from c~~~i~_!,end to), 
' 
it might be possible to constrain the antece<lent to be a sub.1~ct (see 
G:rosu.. 1970). This would be inconsistent vith the anal~rsis .lu!St 
presented, becuuse, for ex.ample, the sub,Ject of intend is not an arYent. 
However in Cha~ter Ten I shall ar~ue that in a decisive n-wnber of 
cases the decomposition that would be required is not to be unrtertaken. 
CHAF'.l'ER SF.VEN 
BY-CLAUSES 
~-clauses consist of .!2l_ plus a nominalized sentence or a. relat i Ye 
clause construction, as in 7.1. 
7.1. John amazed Mary by the way he ate. 
This chapter is devoted to a taxonomy of such constructions. I shall 
talk about four sort,s of EX_-clauses, to which I give the names •c~use,' 
1enab.ler.,' 1 causative, 7 and 'method 1 ~-clauses. f,entences with 
cause k(.-clauses have paraphrases in vhich the !1.t.-clause (without the 
k[} appears as the subject o~ cause, as in 7,2 - 7,3. 
7.~. John suffered by being a.n only child, 
= 7,3. (John,s) Being an only child caused John to suffer. 
_Similarly, sentences with enabler EL-clauses have paraphrases with 
the nominaliza.tion of" the :!!:[-clause c.s the subject of enable: 
7,4. John overheard the conversation by having his ear 
at the keyhole. 
= 7,5. (John's) Having his ear at the keyhole enabled John 
to overhear the conversation, 
Causative E;l-cle.uses occur in non-ap;entive sentences, and do not fall 
into either of the two preceding categories. They occur always with 
a causatiye verb in the main sentence: 
7,6. John 	convinced Mary that he was a Russian by the vs;y 
he grew his moustache. 
Hethod ~-clauses are those which occur. in agentive sentences: 
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7.7. John assassinated the Premier by shootin~ him. 
I do not anply the term 'RY..-Cla.use 1 to constructions that ari:;1.: 
from applying the passive transformation to a sentence with nnminaliv1--
tion or relative clause construction e.s sub,ject, even though such 
constructions anpear similar to those just exemplified. So 7 J3 does 
not, in my terminology, contain a ~clause. 
7, 8. MariJ I s feelinr;s •.re!"e hurt qv John ts leaving so ei'lrly. 
Of course, this decision to exclude passive constructions requires 
some justification, sine~ it is tempting to suppose a similar derivation 
for passives and £l.-clauses. I have noticed tvo differences bet~een 
the :pa.ssi11e constructions and ~-clauses, at least the second of which 
I think is a. rather important difference. Ifote first that thP. sub,1ect 
of the sentences after~ in 7.8 above, John, is not the same ns the 
superficial subje~t of the main sentence. On the other hand, thP. 
subject of a sentence in a £L-Clause ( the understood sub,ject, in case 
of deletion} is alvays coref'erential ·..rith the superf'icial sub,, ect of 
the main sentence. Hence 7,9 - 7.12 are unaccentable. 
7. 9. ?John suffered by Harry's beinR.: en onl:r child. ( com:ne.re 
7,2) 
7.10, 	?John overheard the conversation by George's havin~ his 
ear to the ke~,..-hole. ( compare 7. 4) · 
7 .11. *John convinced Mary tha.t he vas a nussia.n by thP. wa~r 
Barry grew his moustache. 
7,12. *John assassinated the Premier by GeorF,e 1H nhootina him. 
The Judwn.ents are F:enerally less clear with cause and enabler !:x.-clauses 
(7.9 and 7,10) than with causative a.nd method El_-clauses (7.11 an<l 
I 
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7,12). Even with the latter two ty:pes, those with good imaginations 
ma.y be able to construct situations the.t come close to bein.12; a.ppronria.tely 
described by sentences like 7.11 a.nd 7.12; however if my intuitions are 
not awry this can only be accomplished by imposin~ interpretations as 
cause or enabler constructions. 
The second difference between ~-clauses and the passive construc-
tions is thet &-clauses ce.n be questioned by how; compare 7 .13 - 7 .Hi 
with the unacceptable 7,17 - 7,18. 
7.13. How did John suffer? fr-f being an only child. 
7,lh, How did John over.hear the conversation? By havinr,; 
his ear at the keyhole, 
7,15, 	 How did John convince Ma.ry thet he was a. Russian? By 
the way he grev his moustache. 
7.16. 	 How did John assassinate the Premier? By shootin~ 
him. 
7,17. How was the Premier assassinated? *By John. 
7,18. How was it implied that John disliked them? *By his 
leaving so early. 
attribute this difference to the fact that only constituents in 
underlying structure can be questioned. By-clauses are deep constituents, 
but the Er. of the ~assive is not present in underlying structu.re--it 
is added by transformation. Given this basic difference, a common source 
for EZ_-clauses and passive El_-phra.ses is out of the question. fl;r_-
clauses in fact are manner adverbs, and nth some exceptions go only 
with non-stative verbs; but of course many sta.tive ,;rerbs can be 
passivized. 
The diagram 7,19 summarizes the proposed taxonom.,v of ~-constructions, 
7,19. 
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/str~ 
~ ~ 
causative method 
(the::-e is a. (there is a {the sentence 
oe.re.ohre.s,e parannrase is affentiv~) 
~ith-~) ,-.,dth ~nable) 
ca.use enabler 
pa.s3ive ~-phrases E.Y,-clauses 
! wish no~ to reduce the four categories of ~-clauses exemplified 
above to the two more fundamental ce.tegories. I shall claim that 
·' 
sentences with cause and enabler .k[- clauses are reduced from more basic 
sentences with the main verb~ and are specie.l cases of causative 
&-clauses, This will leave only two sorts of N_-clauses--cause.tive 
and method. 
Consider first that gettin.a: ce.usc El_- clauses from hi~her sentences 
with~ is required for a syntactic account of the pare.nhrases with 
cause, of 1.1hich ! give a. few more examnles in 7.20 - 7,25. 
7 .20. John broke his leg by falling on the ice. 
= 7.21. Falling on the ice caused John to break his le~ . 
7,22 , John received a bite by forRettinP. to muzzle his do~ . 
= 	7 .23. Forgettin~ to muzzle his dog caused ,John to receive 
a bite. 
7.24 . John succeeded in avoiding the draft by beiQ~ eiRht 
feet tall, 
= 7.25. Being eight feet tall caused John to succeed in 
avoiding the draft. 
In turn, we need the higher sentence analysis to account for paraphreses 
of sentences with enabler El,-clauses, since 7.26 is a further paraphrase 
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of 7,24 - 7,25, a.nd 7,27 - 7,30 are paraphrases. 
7,26. John avoided the draft by being ei~ht ~eet tall. 
7,27, John overhea~d the conversation by having his ear 
at the keyhole. 
= 7,28. John succeeded in overhearing the conversation by 
having his ear at the keyhole. 
= 7,29, Having his ear at the keyhole caused John to succeed 
in overhearing the conversation. 
= 7,30. Having his ear at the keyhole enabled John to over-
hear the conversation. 
To account for enabler ~-clauses, then, in addition to whatever mechanism 
is necessary to produce cause .!?l_-clause constructions by deletinp. cause 
(7.29 + 7,28), we will need·to delete succee4 in (7,28 + 7,27) and to 
change cause to succeed in into enable (7.29 + 7.30). The existence of 
these sets of paraphrases does not shov that a hi~her sentence analysis 
of cause and enabler ~-clauses is correct, of course; it merely shows 
that such an analysis is feasible. Before giving my reason for 
believinB in the correctness of a higher sentence analysis, I wish to 
clear up an apparent ditficulty. 
Causative b~-clauses are supposed not to occur in a~entive se~tences, 
yet enabler ~-clauses can occur in sentences vith pro-a~entive verbs, 
as 7.31 - 7.34 shov. 1 
1some people do not accept 7.31, 7.33~ and other sentences in 
vhieh the verb phrase of the enabler !!l.-clause is anti-agentive. A 
stative verb was chosen for'these examples merely to avoid a method~-
clause interpretation; the acceptability of 7,31 and 7.33 is not crucial 
for the analysis. 
7,31, John assassinated the Premier by havin~ a gun. 
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= 7,32. Having a gun enabled John to assassinate the 
Premier. 
7,33, ,John 	ate the whole fish e.t once by havinp: a bip; 
mouth, 
= 7.34. Havin~ a big mouth ens.bled ,Tohn to ea.t the whole 
fish at once. 
Furthermore, the sentences 7.31 and 7.33 are non-agentive, since they 
are rejected in other pro-agentive contexts: 
7.35.'*John 	assassinated the Premier by ha.vinP, a gun in 
order to prove somethin~. 
7.36. 	*John eniihusiastically ate the vhole fish at once by 
havinp, a big mouth. 
The higher sentence analysis allows us to resolYe this difficulty by 
sayin~ that, despite appearances, the main verbs of 7,31 e.nd 7.33 are 
not assassinate and eat, but rather~ in both cases. There is no 
problem here if we consider the underlyin11; form; i!1 7.31 and 7,33 the 
agents demanded by assassinate and eat are present, but they are 
a.gents of embedded sentences, not of the matrix sentences, I should 
point out that the adverbs like enthusiastically must go with the 
matrix sentence if they come before the verb (as in 7. 36), but can f!.O 
with the embedded clause if they come just before the }?X.-clause as in 
7.37. 
7,37, John drove cleverly by having gone to a special 
school. 
A source of some confusion is the fact that sentences vith method by-
clauses may al.so have interpretations as enabler constructions. 
Consider 7.38, 
7.38. 	 John assassinated the Premier by developin~ his 
muscles. 
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7,3$ could mee.n that John's doin~ exercises made him so etron~ that 
he •,;as able to assassinate the Premier (an enabler construction) or 
it could ~ean that John, as the Premier's trainer, got hirn to exercise 
so much that the Pl"e~ier's muscles became over developed, put a strain 
on his heart, and this killed him. This second interpretation 
disappears, ho~ever, when the sentence is in an external-type pro-
agentive context. 7,39 is unambiguous; his refers to John, 
7 ,39[ His cell leader ordered John to assassinate the 
Premier by developing his muscles. 
How the argument for the higher sentence analysis of sentences 
with cause or enabler &-clauses is that the nnal:;rs is is required in 
order to account for some apparent exceptions to a certain constraint 
and to account for the unexpected non-ambiguity of some E.Z_-clause 
constructions. The constraint, perhaps a special case of Fillmore's 
one-role-per-clause constrnint {see Chapter Five}, is that there can 
be just one manner adverb per underlying cleuse. This manner-adverb-
exclusion constraint accounts for the unacceptability of such sentences 
as 7. 40 - 7. 41. 
7.40. *John opened the window carefully suddenly. 
7.41. *Mar:r washed her socks slowly thoroughly. 
However, using -ly adverbs to exemplify this constraint is not straight-
forward, since such adverbs need not be ndverbs of manner. Particular].y 
in the position before the verb, these adverbs can have quite a 
different function. In at least one interpretation of 7,42, quickly 
is not a manner adverb, 
7.42. Mary quickly washed her socks. 
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The normal sense of 7,42 is not that quickly qualifies just the action 
of Mary's washing but rather that it refers to the interval between 
some unspecified time and Mary's washing. It is not surprisin~. then, 
that 7.43 is perfectly acceptable, but onl~ in an interpretation where 
quickly is not a manner adverb. 
7, 43, Mary quickly washed her socks thoroug.-1ly, 
Ra'Pidl;t, as opposed to q___uickly, has a tendency to be interpreted only 
as a manner adverb. Hence 7,44 is a little worse than 7,43. 
7.44. ?Mary rapidly washed her socks thoroughly, 
But it is always fa~r to chll adverbs of the form 'in a. manner 1 
manner adverbs. To give one more illustration of the distinctions 
that must be made, note that in final position deliberatelv can generally 
be interpreted as meaning 1 in a deliberate manner 1 , in which case it 
is a manner adverb, or 'on purpose', in vhich case it is not. Before 
the verb, it tends to have the latter interpretation: 
7,45, Mary we.shed her socks deliberately. 
7.46. Mary deliberately washed her socks, 
The constraint to one manner adverb per clause is verified by the fa.ct 
that when deliberately co-occurs withe. manner adverb, it has only the 
sense of 'on purpose': 
7.47. Mary vashed her socks in a thorough manner deliberately. 
How ea.n question several sorts of adverbs, but in these cases where an 
-ly adverb can either function as a manner adverb or not, hov can 
question only the manner adverb. So in answer to tHow did Mary wash 
her socks?', 7,45 above is unwnbiguous and 7.46 is unacceptable. 
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The rele,rance of all this to: ~-clauses is that when a EI,-cla.use 
co-occurs with another manner adv~rb, the ~-clause must be a cause 
or enabler k-':_-cla.use. Thus, whil~ 7,48 is not necessarily.a ne.ra.phra~e 
of 7. 49 (7. 48 is not a paraphre.se if its 1?1,-cle.use is ts.ket'.l !'I.fl .g, 
method 9X,-clause), 7,50 is an exact pa.raphrase of 7.51, 
7.48. Mazy washed her socks by using a deterpent. 
7,49. Using a detergent enabled Mary to wash her socks. 
7. 50, Ma.ry washed her ~ocks rapidly by using e. deterp,ent, 
= 7.51. U.sin~ a deter~ent enabled Mary to vash her socks .~ rapidly, · 
Similarly, the question 7,52 can only be taken in th,e sense of 7,;3 or 
7.54. 
7. 52. How did ?-1ary wa.sh her socks !'a..pid,ly? 
= 7.53, What enabled Mary to -wash her socks rapidly? 
or 7,5~. Wha.t caused Mary to wash her socks ra.pidl:v? 
Method $[-Cle.uses act like -ly manner adverbs, but there e.re no -1:t 
adverbs that a.ct like ca.use or en.abler ~clauses. 7. 55 could be 
answered with either a E.Z.,-Clause ·{ e. fl.. , By using a. deter.Q.'ent ) ~ or with an 
I • 
appropriate -ly manner adverl;, (Ra.uidl:v) 1 but T,52 above cannot be 
answered with an -ly adverb. 
7. 55. How did Mary wa.sh her socks? 
With the higher sentence analysis of cause and enabler ~-clauses, 
we can understand sentences like 7,50 where tvo manner adverb~ came 
i 
I 
together in the sa.1?1e superficial :clause. The manner adverb constraint 
is not violated in 7,50t since in underlyinP, structure the first manner 
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1:1.civerb 1;.oes ·,dth an embedded sentence ( whose nain verb i!1 VRSh), ln1t 
the second manner ndverb goes with the Platrix (;;hose ma.in ·1erl1 i:; 
Caus~). •,:c can abo understo.nd the loss of rnnllir,:ui ty liet•..reen :;o:rts 
of ~-1:lauses ,·:hen another manner adverh is added to the r;entence. 
G L ver. the correctness of the hi~her sentence anal~rs is, Ye are 
left ..,.ith t,,o catep;ories--ce.usative k-clauses (includinp: cause fl.nd 
enabler ~-clauses) e.nd method gz-clauses. I said r.t th~ he~inninr, 
of the chapter that causative EY_-clauses occur in non-~~entive 
sentences, ~r.ile method ::!?L_-clauses occur in agentive sentences. It 
' 
re~ai~s to be sho,1n that thi~ classification into two t:rnes is not 
just f!. whim, but ex-presses a. rea.1 distinction. In ,1ha.t follows I 
cite seYere.l pronerties that distinr-:uish causative P..nd method !?Y.-
claus1:s. 
For one thinr,, the sentence contained in a method ~-clause nust 
be ae;•:!ntive, ""'hereas a sentence in a causative ~-cle.use need not :')P.. 
Pro!'! this it follo;;s that a sentence with a non-e.e:entive k(-cle.use 
cannot itself be agentive. 7.56 - 7.58 confirm this observ~tion. 
7.56. *John deliberately amazed Mo.ry by bein~ so tall, 
7,57. *Harry persuaded John to fri~hten the baby by 
castin~ a dark shadow, 
7,58, *John enthusiastically demonstrated th~ correctness 
of Mary's prediction by turninP: out to ha.ve a 
birtbmn.:rk. 
It also follovs that an ambiguous sentence with a ~-clause that can 
be either method or causative will be disambiguated "by chanp,inp.: the 
verb of the ~-clause to an anti-agentive verb. Compare 7,59 (with a 
method or enabler p¥_-clause) with the unambiguous T.60. 
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7,(i9. ,roh."l 	 ate the fish hy usirw: a. fork. 
7. 60. ,Tohn ate the fish by ha11in~ a fo:-k. 
Looki:"Ji;: nt natters the other "Jay, a sentence that would in bola.tion 
be ambiguously either a.J:".entive or non-a.gentive, MUflt be A.(".enti ,,e ~srhen 
put into e. E?;(-clause that occurs in an ap;enti ve sentence. Coir.p::i.re the 
a'llbip;uous 7.G1 vith 7.62. 
7. 61. ' John 	frightened the baby. 
7, 62. ,John 	cleverly de:nonstrated his !)oint by friP,ht.eninp: 
the baby. 
Another difference is tha.t cuusative E~-clauses ex;Jress reasons, 
but method l:!Z-cla.uses do not. 7,63 - 7,68 ~ive pairs of close nara-
phrases. 
7,63. John prevented our departure by lying ~sleen in 
front of the door. 
= 7 .64. The reason ,John prevented our departure va.s that he 
lay asleep in front of the door, 
7,65. John broke his le~ by fa.llin~ on the ice. {cause 
~-clause) 
= 7.66. The reason John broke his leg was that he fell on 
the ice, 
7,67, John won by havinR the lon~est stride. (enabler p_y-
clause) 
= 7.68. 1be reason John won was that he had the lon~est stride. 
However 7.69 e.nd 7,70 are not at all close in meanin1:t, 
7,69. John cleverly prevented our departure by lyin~ on 
the floor. 
1 7,70, The reason that John cleverly prevented our departure 
was that he lay on the floor. 
Wnat lies behind this difference between causative and method :l:!r_-clauses 
will 	be explored in Chapter Ei~ht. 
A third difference is thnt relative clause constructions with 
P.Y occur as causative .i?X_-clauses, but not as method .9..y-clnuses. 
Compare 7,71 and 7,72. 
7. 71 . ,rohn frii:i;:htcned the baby b:1 the wa.,y he ·~-u. lked. 
7.72. ?John deliberately frightened the baby by the way 
he 'IIA.lked. 
In general method l:iz-clauses require the deletion of the sub.Ject of the 
sentence in the EY._-cle.use, and perhaps the unacceptability of 7. 7? has 
to do with the difficulty of deletin~ the subject of a finite clause. 
7. 73 - 7. 76 shmr that deleting the sub,ject in a method EZ_-clause 
increa.ses acceptability. 
7,73. 	?Mary ordered John to postpone the question b;r his 
concealment of the evidence, 
1. 7l., Mary o?:"dered .Tohn to :postpone the <'JUestion h~r 
concealment of the evidence. 
7,75, 	?John cleverly a.ssassina.ted the Premier by hi:,; usP. 
of a r;un. 
7. 76, ,John cleverly assassinated the Premier by the use 
of a p;un. 
In such cases or~ plus a derived nominal, however, this difference 
is orten quite marginal. Conversely, causative !?Y_-~lauses with derived 
nomirials 8.!'e more acceptable when they retain their subjects: 
7, 77. ,John turned out to annoy ~·tary by his insistence on 
the point. 
7. 78. ?John turned out to annoy Mar:, by insistence on the 
point. 
rhe point in havin~ turn out in these exa~ples is to r:uarantee that we 
are dea.linr. with a causative g[_-clause, since the comnlement of tur~ 
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out cannot be agentive. 
When the '.2r_-clause consists of E.Z, ~lus a gerundive nominal, all 
~-clauses a.re better without subjects, as •.:a.s nointed out above. 
These concomitant dir~erences between ~-clauses in a~entive 
sentences and those in non-agentive sentences certain!~ seem to 
justify supposinp, some important distinction between the tvo sort3 of 
~z.-clauses er the two ~orts of sentences that contain them. Some of 
the differences will be e.na.lyzed in the follomnr chanter . 
•  
CHAPl'ER EIGHT 
SUBJECTS FRO~·t BY-CLAU:-3E8 
To propose that <"-P,ents are the only neen subjects is a.t th~ same 
tine to tnke on the duty of finding out where noh-aF,ent suner~ici~l 
subje·cts come frorn. Conversely, if there &re plausible sources for 
non-a~ent subjei,ts other •\hR.n the superficial nosi tions as sub,jects, 
then the theory that a.e;ents a.re the only dcen subjects will seem ?11.ore 
likeiy to be correct. In this chapter I sup:p:est !!::'..-clauses FLS the 
souri:e for non-agent subjects of certain causative verbs. The class 
of v1~rbs in question .till be discussed in the next chanter, but lest 
the scope of the present proposal seem unduly restrictive, I ~hould :-ia.y 
now 'that all non-aRent subjects of causatives are from instrutrlent~l 
phrases (see Chanter T'hree} or from ~-clauses. 
As vas noted in Chanter ~even, the subject of a E,'l-clause must 
be coreferential with the subject of th~ matrix sentence. The nresent 
exwnple 8. l wa.s also discussed in Chanter Six, where it l1e.s seen to 
displa;sr a deep like-subject requirement, as well as a shallo•.,,. ( nost-
passive} like-subject requirement. 
8.1. The Premier vas assassinated by bein~ shot. 
Besides being corefe:rential, the lo~ical subjects of the main sentence 
and ~-clause of 8.1 are both apents. I attributed this to thP. pre-
cyclical anplication of the dee~ like-subject reouirement, nince onlv 
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agents are subjects before the cycle. Since 8.1 contains a method 
!?Z-cle.use, since such k[-cla.use exv.m-ples ,dth a. demonstrably pre-
cyclical like-subject requirement always have method EX_-cla.uses, and 
since all ~ethod EY._-clauses occur in agentive sentences and are them-
selves agentive, I •,dll suppose that the deep like-subject renuirement 
applies to all method }?;[-clauses. This require~ent will then account 
for the subject-subject agree~ent found Yith method .Ql_-clauses, as 
e.J.so for the re~uirement that method £l-clauses must be agentive, 
But the subject-subject agreement in sentences with causative f!.V_-
clauses cannot be e.ttributS"d to e. deep like-sub.J ect requirement. 
Causative EL-clauses do not yield examples of double a~reement, and 
need not be agentive. At this point it vill be inst~ctive to examine 
a. pa.re,4igm of sentences with a. ve:rb that can take both method and cause.-
ti're gr_-clauses: 
8.2. John cleverly prevented us from leavin~ by lyin~ on 
the floor. (method l?l!:.-clause) 
8.3, John prevented U$ from leaving by lyin~ asleep on 
the floor. (caus~tive :'.2;[-clause) 
= 8.4. John's lying asleep on the floor prevented us from 
leaving. 
Puadigms like B.2 - 8.4 share a number of similarities with the 
:p&l"adig:ms considered in Chapter Three, particularly the begin pe.radi~. 
This suggests that prevent takes e.n optional a.gent, and that in 8,3 
(~here there is no agent in the main sentence) John is a fill-in taken 
from the £!_-clause by the ~a.m~liar process of subject-raising. We 
can then account for the fact that 8,3 and 8,4 are para.phrases by 
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allm.:inµ; a. choice in subject-raisinp;: either the whnle bv-cl~use i~
--"-
raised(~ being then deleted just as instrumental vith i~ deleted), 
or just the subject of the !?l_-clause is raised. Allowing such n choice 
is not at all arbitrarJ in this case, since the existence of a choice 
between the whole or part of a. ve:i:-b phrase constituent is e. p;eneral 
fee:t,_:ire of situations vhere a noun phrase may fill-in for a missinp; 
agent. In particular. exactly this choice between the sub,ject of a. 
sentence or the whole sentence is present in the case of begin. 
Comp~re 8.5 - 8.6 with 8. 1 - 8.8. 
8,5, Mary surprised us by decayinp;.' 
= 8.6. Mary's decaying surprised us. 
8.7. Mary began decayinv.. 
= 8.8. Mary's decaying began. 
The parallelism extends even further. Begin im:poses the like-sub,1ect 
requirement on its sentential object, the antecedent being the subject 
of oegin. If ~ has no agent a.nd thus no sub,1 ect, the re.,uirement 
is v,3.cuous . Renee, the like-sub,1 ect requirement accounts for the 
fact that begi£ and Prevent in agentive sentences require an a~entive 
sentential object and !?;[-clause, respectively. 
Thus although both method and causative EI_-clauses dis~lay 
agreement between their sub.1ects and the sub,1 ects of their matrix 
sentences, this agreement comes ubout in two Quite different ways--
through the deep like-subje.ct requirement or through sub,Ject-raisinp:. 
· Two other similarities between k,'_-clause paradigms e.nd the para-
digms in Chapter Three .!ihould be pointed out. In both, the part-
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constituent may become sub,1ect of the main sentence and sti.11 be 
represented by a nronoun in its oriP,inal position. In the case 0f 
causative El_-clauses, this was illustrated in the previous cha.r,ter 
by examples like 8.9, 
8, 9. ,John fri~htened the beby by the -.;ay he •,1alked. 
?urthernore, El_-clauses a.lso furni.sh cases of runct:!.onal a.irentive/non-
agentiv-e ambiguity, as in 8.10 which can be construed as having either 
11 causative 	or a method b,--clause.t ...c..,,.. 
8 .10. John 	prevented us from lea.vim:; by lyinp: on the floor. 
The ambiguit:r of 8.10 is perhaps not entirely obvious because the 
agentive interpretation implies the non-a~entive interpretation {but 
not the reverse). This co.n be seen by notin!Z that 8.ll imr,lies 8.12 
as well as i~plying the non-agentive sense of 8.10 (in ~hich ser.se 8.10 
is a paraphrase of 8.12), 
8.11. 	 John cleverly prevented us from leavinsi: by lying on 
the floor. 
8.12, John's lying on the floor prevented us from leavin~. 
Of course addin~ ~~ after lying in 8.10 diswnbiguates the main 
sentence, and this device we.s deliberately employed in previous exa~ples 
to avoid an ambiguity at an awkward point in the argur.ient. 
In contra.st to verbs like nrevent, persuade, fri£hten, which take 
either causative or method 2Y,-clauses, there are verbs that take only 
method E:l_-clauses (discounting nov ca.use and eneblin~ E!,-Clauses which 
are not in construction with the superficial main verb.) These are 
pro-agentive verbs. Since sentences with uro-agentive verbs and method 
El_-clauses are like the agentive me~bers of the paradigms we have Just 
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considered, it is straightforward to extend the precedin~ analysis 
to these cases. All that need be said is that the verb requires an 
underl)ring subject and that this sub,1ect calls into nlay the deep 
like-subject constraint, which in turn re1uires the k[-clause to be 
ap:entive. 
This analysis of causative and method k.(-clauses mtles ~ nredi~tion 
about sub.ject-ver·o constraints. If the main sub,)ect in f\ sentence 
with a causative k(.-clause is frorn the l2':.-clause, one woulrl not exrect 
the :nain Yerb to restrict the choice of superficial sub,lect. '!'his i.:. 
;· 
because the sub,1ect and verb are not closely connected in underl;rinr: 
structure; in fact they are !rom different clauses. On the other h~nd, 
ma.in subject and verb in sentences with method k!..-clauses originate in 
the same clause and next to each other; here one expects selectional 
restrictions. By-and-large, this prediction is borne out. For instance, 
a. sentence 'n'i th the main verb scatter and e. method ~-clause must ht'!.ve 
a collective or plural suh.)ect. 
8.13. The cro·..rd hurriedly scattered by usinp; ever..r exit. 
But to Ill'/ lrno·..rled;ze, there is no verb ·..thich, w:ien used with n causative 
EZ_-clause, requires a plural or collective subject. Likewise, no verh 
with a causative k-clause re~uires an animate subject. There is an 
exception to the prediction, though. A few verbs (lead to, result in) 
take causative El_-clauses, yet re·1uire abstract subjects. fio comnare 
8.14 with 8.15. 
8.14, Ma.ryts hitting John led to his hospitnlization by  
aggravatinf;: his kidney condition.  
8.15, *Mary led to John's hospitalization by hittinr, him.  
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Since there a.re pro-agentive verbs that take (r.tethod) ~-clauses, 
it would be odd were there not als.o anti-agentive verbs the.t take 
(causative) kl-clauses, There a.re indeed a few verbs {or verbal nhrnses) 
whose use in nRentiYe sentences i~ at lea.st questionable. I list a few 
in 8.16. 
a tendencv 
8.16. necessitate gratify g:!. ve a. person an i1ri:r:c 
{lead to disappoint an idea 
result in flab':Jerp:ast 
doom amaze 
oblige worry 
destine thrill 
stymy 
The verbs in the second colll!l!l1 mii3=ht be called "anthro'))omorphic" 
psych verbs, since human qualities are attributed to their ob,jects (a.s 
opposed to annoy, frighten, surnrise, whose ob,jects cnn be animals). 
But now a r.ruch more set'ious matter is the source of' non-ai,:ent 
subjects when the sentence has no ,!Jz-cle.use. It ~ould be incredible if 
the subjects of 8.17 and a:18 ce.me from different places, since the 
sentences are interpreted in the sarr.e wa;r ( thnt is, the l?.:l-clause 
seems 'optional' in the sense of Chapter Two). 
8,17. The cavern frightened Mary by bein~ dark inside. 
8.18. The cavern frightened Mary. 
Since I claim that the subject of 8.17 is raised from the £1_-clause, 
and am convinced that the superficial sub,1ects of 8.17 and fl.18 pla.v 
the same role (have the s~e interpretation with respect to the verb 
and object), I must resort to a deleted ~-clause in 8.18 to provide 
a source for the subject. Aside from .having n subject (the cavern), 
the EX_-clause must be unspecified. There are independent reasons for 
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thinking that the derivation of 8.18 involves deleting a .k:.-clause. 
Recall the discussion of manner adverbs in Cha?".:.er Seven, where 
the constraint that a clause can have only one manner adverb vas use<l 
to support the 'higher ~-sentence' anelysis o.f cause and ennbler 
~-clauses. It wa.s noted theta ~ue~tion like 8,19 can be ar.swered 
with a. ca.use.or eno.bler g:r_-clause, but not \.1'1.th a.n -ly manner a.dve:."'b, 
8, 19. How did John ea.t the fish so quickl:,? 
This is because how questions a manner adverb here, but the clRuse 
vhose main verb is !:,!l,,,! al~eady has a manner adverb, mgckly~so that 
the only sotl!'ce for an additional adverb is e higher~ sentence. 
!Iow if 8.18 ha.s an underlying ~-clause, this should fill the me.n:ie:r 
adverb quota :'or the frighten clause. It should t:r,en be impossible to 
ansver the question of 8.20 with an -ly manner adverb or with a nhr~se 
'in a manner.' 
'?Grudunlly.  
?In a ~radual mRnner.  
Wuddenly.  
?:.imply.  
?In a simnle manner.  
?In a terrible manner.  
? In an in·rolYe<l manner.  
8.20. now did the cavern frighten Mary? 
Contrast 8.20 with 8.21, where the subject of frighten may be 
construed as an agent. 
Gradually.  
In a gradual manner.  
Suddenly,  
8. 2L How did John frighten Mary? Simply. 
In a simple manner.  
In a terrible manner.  
In an involYed manner.  
If John is an agent, there is no need to postulate an underlying~-
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clause, and so there is room in the friehten clause for a manner adverb • 
.Notice tbe.t John_ must be taken as an agent if the answers of 8. 21 a.re 
to be appropriate, By these.me token, the manner adverb in 8.22 forces 
an agentive interpretation: 
8.22. John frightened Mar1J in e.n involved manner. 
It also follows that an anti-agentive vero that takes a causative EZ_-
clause cannot take a manner adverb other than a £X,-clausc: 
8.23, *John ge.ve Mary a strange urge gradually. 
8.24'. *John worried Mary in an involved manner. 
In these circwnstances, manner adverbs (except ~-clauses) nre pro-
a.genti ,re, The manner adverbs could not be excluded from 8. 23 - 8, 2h 
on the grounds that the verbs were stative, because these verbs can 
occur in the progressbre: 
e.25, John was givini!!; Nery a strange urge. 
8 .26. John was wor:r;)'ing Mary. 
One final point is that adverbs which can ordinarily be interpreted as 
manner,,adverbs must receive another interpretation if they occur in 
sentences whose subjects come from by-clauses (whether or not the by-- .......  
clause o.p:pea.rs on the surface). In 8.27 ~ guickly must s:i.p;n:!..f:,r that 
not much time elapsed before the cavern frightened Mary. 
8.27, The cavern friehtened MB.l"y quickly. 
In 8.28, horribly must be taken a.s an extent adverb. 
8.28. The cavern frightened Mary horribly. 
Another argument for later-deleted ~-clauses as sources for non-
agent subjects is provided by the paradoxical nature of 8.29, 
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B. 29, The poison hastened Ma!"'.{ 1 s death, nnd the poison 
was in the pill she took; but the 11ill she 
took did not hasten her death, 
I would argue that the rirst sentence of 8,29, 1 the poison hastened 
Hary 's death 1 , is incomplete because no physical connection has been 
established between the poison and l.fo.r:r' s dee.t:1. F.stablishin.i: such 
connections 	is the function of ~:-clauses, ':Jut here the 22.:!..-clA.use has 
remained unsnec:i.fied, GiYen the felt incor.:pleteness of' the first 
sentence, it is na.turel to take the second sentence as snecif:.rinv. wha.t 
the ~-clause should have been. That is, assumiri~ 8.29 to be a 
connected discourse, the first two sentences hnve the force o-f' A.3n. 
8. 30. The poison hastened Hary I s death b:r beinp: in the 
pill she took . 
But since 8.30 is from 6.31, and since 8.32 and 8,33 are naranhrases, 
8.30 has the paranhrase 8.3h. 
8.31. 	 Chastened Ma.ry's death b:r the ooison's heina: in the 
pill she took] 
8. 32. The noison was in the nill Mary took. 
8.33. 'l'he pill Mary took contained poison. 
8.31'. 	 The pill l•1ary took hastened her death by conta.ininp; 
,:ioison. 
6.34 ca.n thus oe deduced from the first two sentences of 8.29, but 
8.34 is a contradiction of the last sentence in 8,29--hence the paradox. 
On the other hand 8.35 is not necessarily paradoxical, because its 
:rorce may be to deny the relevancy of the second sentence to the first; 
that is, the second sentence is not to be ta.ken as s~ecifyin~ a k:",-
clause of the first. 
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8. 35. The pill Mar:r took hastened her dee.th, a.nd the nill 
she took contained the poison; but the poison 
did not hasten her death. 
The preceding can now be summed up e.s four arp;uments for gettin~ 
non-agent subjects of verbs that take causative ~-clauses, from 
those k-clauses. 
First, we have the parallelism of the E.l_-cle.use paradigm a....~d 
the begin paradigm; and Perlrnutter's _arguments establish that begin 
can get its subject from its sentential complement. Perlmutter cite~ 
the examples 8,36 e..~d 8,37, 
8,36, It began to rain. 
8.37, Heed began to be taken of the situation. 
The expleti•te it must be associated vi th rain, since it is not anaphoric 
here. Likewise heed does not occur independently of take. 
Second, if one maintained that these non-agent subjects were also 
deep subjects of the main sentence, it is difficult to see how to 
account for the fact that either the presence a. non-a~entive :!2l,-clause 
or the presence of a non-agentive main verb results in sets of paraphrases, 
consistinp; of a. sentence "W"ith a sentential sub,1ect and a sentence with 
a simple subject and a ~-clause, The ~araphrase relationship itself 
vould not be particularly difficult to account for (one could replace 
the subject with the !!.l,-clause, for instance), but it ¥ould not be easy 
to capture the connection between non-agentiveness and the existence 
of the paraphrases. 
Third, the subject-raising analysis yields a pretty good semantic 
reconstruction. What 
0 
8,38 real+Y means is that something about John 
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or something he did ga.ve Mary a strange ur~e. 
8.38. John gave Mary a stra.np.:e ur,i:e, 
Lastly, ve ca.n explain why a clause with a non-a~ent subject and 
a verb that can tnke a causative k_-cJause cen contain no manner adverb 
other than that ~-clause. 
On the other ha.nd, however, there are some problems with the R.na.lysis 
just given. r'or one thin;, raisini:; sullJects ths.t are quantif'ied or 
have negatives changes the mee.."lin~ of sentences. t;ompa.re 8. 39 - 8. Ito 
and 8.41 - 8.42. 
8,39, ITot one person annoyed John by ~a.llinl!: a.sleen. 
1 8. 40. Not one person 1 s falling a.sleep annoyed John. 
8.41. Three men disappointed Mary by fallini.: a.sleep. 
;/- B. 42. ':nree men's fallin~ asleep disappointed Ma.ry. 
It may b11 that -tl1e lack of synonymy in such cases is the result of 
restrictions on q,us..."lti fier-lowe:r-in11: ( see Lakoft', 1969}. It arirears tha.t 
if the verb of the ma.in sentence does not command a. q_uantifier or R. 
negative in underlying structure, then the quantifier or nep;s.th·e ma~, 
not command the verb in shallow structure. 
A more serious problem is that causative &_-clauses with passive 
sentences are generally unacceptable, e.g. 8,43. 
8.113. *John puzzled ?-J!'ary by beinp; asked to leave. 
I have no idea why this should be so. 
Finally, the unacceptability of sentences in which expletives 
have been ro.ised, like 8.44 - 8.46, constitutes a good a.rgument a.F?ainst 
my analysis. 
I 
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8,44, *There annoyed John by bein~ a commotion. 
8.45. *It prevented the picnic b;<r hailing. 
8.46. *It annoyed Me.ry by raining all da.y, 
personall:, find 8. 46 to be acceptable, but hardly anyone else does. 
CHAPTER NIUE 
INDIRECT CAUSATION 
?his chapter deals with the decomposition of ve~bs in causative 
sentences into cause plus another verb. I shall argue that sentences 
nol".lnally reearded as causatives are of two sorts, ~hich I tern. 'direct 
ca:usati,res 1 and 'indirect. causatives'. An indirect causative is a . 	 I 
sentence like 9,1, which is in a way incomplete. 
9. l. The huge boulde!" prevented us from ·..ralkinp; alonP, 
the pa.th. 
9.1 reall:, means that some pro:pert:; of the boulder of some event 
involving the boulder :prevents us from t1a.lkinp; along the path. In a. 
specific situation, 9,1 might be filled in more by sayinv,, e.p., 9,2. 
9,2. The huge boulde!" 1s standing in our way prevented 
us from walking alonF, the path. 
Of course the incompleteness of sentences like 9,1 was cited in the 
last 	chapter to support the ane.lys is given there , under which t~1e 
subject of 9.1 would come from inside a l!Y_-clause and the sub,ject of 
9.2 	would be derived by moving a whole bY-clause to the front. 
A direct causative is a sentence like 9,3. 
9.3. John ate the fish. 
Unlike 9.1, 9,3 cannot be filled in by substituting a sentential noun 
phrase for the subject. 
My contention will be that indirect cause.ti 11es are from underl:ring 
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structures with~; i.e., the ·1erb of an in-:lirect ce.use.tive, if 
it is not~ itself or an equivalent (such as rns...~e or bring a.bout), 
must be ane.lyzed into~ plus another verb. On the other hRnn, 
.. 
verbs of direct causatives do not lend themselves to decomposition. 
A direct cause.ti •re is not a.n underlyinp.: stri..tcture 'l,1'i th the verb cause 
unless its superficial verb is~· Furthermore, all agentive 
causative sentences a.re direct causatives. 
Before proceeding ~ith the main arg,.unent, I shall point out the 
significance of the conclusio.n for the hypothesis that agents a.re the 
only deep subjects and also p;i•re e. ca.tee;orization of verbs that turn 
up in indirect causatives. 
In Chapter Three I folloved the analysis in Barba.re. Hell Pe.rtee 1s 
dissertation, Sub,ject and Ob,1ect in ~-~odern English (1965). Her 
_proposal was that such verbs a.s brea.'1,;. take optional subjects, But she 
e.lso considered B.II alternative analysis in which the transitive 
versions of break-type verbs B.!'e given a causative structure. In this 
causative analysis 9,4 would be a causative of 9,5--somethine like 9,6. 
9.4. John broke the window. (in the agentive sense) 
9.5, The window broke. 
9.6. s[John caused 8[the •..rindow breakJJ 
The causative analysis is the one accepted in Lakoff {1965). No'I.' if 
the causative analysis is correct, clearly the paradigms in Cha~ter 
Three no longer support the hypothesis that agents ere the only deep 
subjects; we could account for the rela.tionshi-p between 9.4 and 9-5 
either on the assumption that all sentences have deep subjects--vith 
9,6 as the underlying structure of 9,4--or on the assumption th2t there 
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are no deep subjects, in which ca.se (with Mccawley, 1970) we would 
give 9.7 as the underlying structure of 9,4, 
9,7, 8ccause John s[break the ~indowJJ 
!lath versions of the causative analysis seem to reflect the optionality 
of agents with break, etc., and this ana.l~rsis has the additional 
edvantage of revealinr, the intuitively felt causativeness of break 
;.•hen it ha.s a. direct object, !1e·,e:rtheless, the causative analysis 
exemplified in 9,3 makes it difficult to account for the non-aP,entive 
paraphrase that was discussed in Chapter Three, althou~h this vould not 
r 
oe a :problem w-ith the Mccawley version (9,7), The conclusion to be 
presented, ho•,te\~er, gives an argument against any version of a causative 
analysis. 9.1 is ~gentive, and therefore it is a direct causative) 
whose verb cannot be decomposed into cause to break. 
In the discussion of the deep like-sub,1ect reauirement, I 
mentioned that if the antecedent must be a subject (compare Grosu, 1971'.1) 
this would shov immediately that there are some deep subjects that are 
not a.gents--and this because of verbs like intend. But the antecedent 
cannot always be a subject unless, for example, 9,8 comes from 9,9. 
9.8. John cleverly persuaded Mary to leave. 
9.9. John cleverly caused Mary to intend to leave. 
That is, this proposal for the formulation of the like-subject require-
ment requires the decomposition of verbs in a~entive sentences, If I 
am right, however, 9.8 cannot be from 9.9 because, being agentive, 9.B 
is a. direct causative. 
Now it will be helpful to have a stock of indirect causative verbs 
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to •work ·4t.h. The indirect C!a.usa.tives, it will turn out, a.re just 
sentenoes with causat~ve by-cla4~es. Th~ verbs th~t take causative 
b-r-clauses fall into.one of four! categories:
~. , I 
IX.A, Cause ~nd its synon~'?ns: £_ring about, ~. 
IX ,D. Verbs from ~ pl.ts a lower verb (or adject:tve) •.nth an 
abstract co~plement (~ith bec6m~ interpolated in the case of stative 
adjectives): 
n~cessitate ( ca.use tp 1become necessarJ) 
.suggest 
,' 
(cause to seem) 
clarify (ca.use to become cle~) 
guarantee (ca.use to become certain) 
prevent (cause to become impossible or cause not to happen) 
' 
In the ease of a verb tha.t, takes either.an abstract ore. concrete 
' 
complement, like be clear, only· the a.bstre.ct complement allows the 
' 
formation of an indirect causative. Compare 9.10 and 9,11, 
9.10. The eggshells :clarified the situation. 
9,ll. The eggshells :Cle..rified the vine. 
It is apparent that the subjects in 9.10 and 9.11 are interpreted quite 
differently, the eggshells in ~.10 being a kind of abbreviation, If 
. ' 
a causa.U ve El_-cle.use is adde.d: to 9. ll it must be interpreted as an 
enabler EI:.'""'.clause, in which case it is not in construction with 
clarify "but is from e. higher s~ntence (see Chapter Seiren). 
IX.• C. Verbs from~ p.;tus a lower verb vith an (animate) 
ex:perien~er (Postal, 1968, calls these "psych verbs"): 
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friR~ten (cause to become ~ri~htened) 
annoy (cause to become annoyed) 
tickle (cause to become tickled) 
na·oberge._st (cause :to become flabbergasted) 
irritate (cause to become irritated) 
But age.in. changing the complement to a concrete ina.nima.te 1 if 
~ossible at all, changes the sense of the construction to direct 
ca.usa.tion: 
9 .12. The feather tickled 1-!ar<.r. { in the sense •me.de her 
8..JTIU~ed I ) 
9,13. The fee.ther tickled Ma..ry's foot. 
9.11.. IJ:"'he earring irritated ~·!a.ry. 
9 .15. The earring ir!"itated ~-Ta.ry' s ee.r. 
IX,D. V-erbs from~ plus a lower verb with both an exr,-eriencer 
and an abstract complement: 
persuade a person thRt, •. /ce.use a person to believe that ... 
suggest (to a person) that ••• /ceuse it to seem (to a 
f 
person) that ..• 
guarantee (a person) that •.• /cause it (or a person) to be 
certe.in tha.t, •• 
prepare a person for ••• /cauae a person to be ready for •.• 
a.n idea J
give a person 	 a.n urge to... /cause a person to have 
second thou1;hts 
an idea J 
a.n urge to •••
{ second thoughts 
Supposing a.gents to be the only deep subjects, then A., B, c, and 
D can be summed up formulaically by saying that predicate-raising to 
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ca.use is possible only in the configuration: 8CypCcause 8 cv (exneriencer 
~abstract)Jg ... J vhere the linked parentheses mean one or both 
elements must be present. 
I sha.11 now give five arguments to the effect thnt the verbs in 
indirect ca.usathre constructions are decomposible into ~ nlus 
. . 
another 1.•erb, but the verbs in direct ca.usa.tive constructions are not. 
Arg:trnent 1. ?airs of sentences like 9.16 - 9,17 and 9,18 - 9.19 
are not quite :;,are.phrases, although they a.re very close in mea.ninp,, 
(9.16 - 9.19 should be taken in their agentive readings.) 
9.16. John killed Mary. 
9.17. John ca.used Mary to die. 
9.18. John boiled the ~ater.  
9,19. John caused the water to boil.  
For 9.18 - 9.19, suppose for insta.~ce that the ~ater ~a.son the stove 
and John refused to turn off the burner; then 9.19 would be more 
appropriate than 9.18. However, this difference in interpretation does 
not obtain bet~een corresponding indirect causatives: 
9,20. The shoes necessitated a reconsideration. 
= 9.21, The shoes caused a reconsideration to become necessarJ. 
9,22. The box's surface suggested that it was ma.de of wood, 
= 9.23, The box's surface caused it to seem that it was made 
of wood. 
This difference between the direct causatives 9,16 and 9,18 and the 
indirect causatives 9,20, 9.22 is a most direct kind of evidence for 
the position being argued. 
It may seem odd that I am calling 9,17 and 9.19 direct causatives 
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in their agentive interpretations, since these sentences differ from 
9.16 and 9.18 just in being less direct. However, the indirectness 
in 9,17 and 9,19 is ·.nth respect to the e~bedded sentences, not with 
respect to cause. 
There is a class of verbs ~ith experiencer objects that are 
apparent exceptions in that the simple ve:r~ion and the decomnos~d 
version with~ do not give exact paraphrases. 'i'he difference, 
however, is not one of "directness," so I vill discuss these cases 
at the end of this chanter. 
. ' 
Argument 2, The verb cause takes an abstrect subject or a 
causative !?I.,-c1ause; both of t~ese are understood as expressing 
reasons. But direct causatives ma~,' not have abstract sub,Jects: 
9.2L. *John's failure to turn off the burner boiled 
the water. 
Hall Partee (1965, p. 28) pointed out the unacceptability of sentences 
like 9,24, as vell as citing pairs of sentences like 9,25 - 9.26. 
9,25, A change in molecular structure caused the window 
to break.. 
9.26. *A change in molecular structure broke the window. 
Heither do direct causatives ha.ve causative E}:-Cle.uses, unless they 
are enabler EI_-clauses rrom a hiRher sentence. or course these two 
restrictions on direct causatives are really one restriction by the 
analysis of the preceding chapter. Gi;ren the present claim the.t 
indirect causatives are from~ sentences, causative EI,-clauses 
can be restricted to occurring in construction with ~he verb cause 
(when it does not have e.n agent). 
Argument 3, Verbs in direct causatives tend to be idiosyncratic 
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·1 
in comparison with v¢rbs in indirect causatives, This is vhat one 
would expect if direct causative verbs are really simple unanalyzable 
lexice·l items. ?or instance, a positive declarative indirect 
causative with ~uggest or guarantee implies the truth of the sentential 
object of~ (supposing appropriate decompositions of suggest end 
gµarantee). This property ca..tt be attributed to co.use, the truth of 
whose object complement is implied~ So 9,27 implies 9.2fl and 9,29 
iniplies 9.30. 
;· 
9,27. Something suggested to Mary that pigs were stupid. 
9,28. It s_eemed to Mary that pigs were stupid. 
9,29. The presence of an entry permit guaranteed 
Mary tha.t she vould be a.llo..~ed to come a.long. 
9,30. Ma.ry was certain that she would be allowed to come 
e.J.ong. 
However, assuming the same decomposition, correspondin~ a~entive 
direct causatives do not have this property. 9.31 does not imply 9.32 
and 9.33 does not imply 9.34, 
9,31, John clev~rly sug~ested to Mary that pigs were 
stupid. 
9,32. It seemed to Mary that pigs 'Were stupid. 
9.33. 	 John condescendingly guaranteed Ma.ry that she would 
be allowed to come alon~. 
9. 34. 	 Mary was certain that she wou1d be allowed to come 
a.long, 
The fact that direct -causatives may lack th~s implicative property 
indicates that they are not from ca.us~ sentences (compare with Wa.ll, 1967}. 
In addition, direct causative·verbs may be verbs of 1 sayin~• , 
while the similar verbs in indirect causatives are not. This is the 
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ease with ID!,,arantee and suggest (but not nersuade). 
Pro-agentive verbs can, of course, not appear in indirect 
causatives, and it seems difficult to provide reasonable decornnositionn 
for such pro-agentive verbs as uromise, ask,~ vhich take 
complement structures like 9,31 and 9,33 above. This is not surprisin~ 
if I am correct, because such verbs would not be from~ plus 
another verb. 
Argument 4, The adverb rather, vhen it comes after the suhject 
and means 'somewhat' (not when it is part of a correlative), occurs 
;, 
only in indirect causatives. Compare 9,35, which has both a direct 
causative reading (agentive) a..~d an indirect causative reading (non-
agentive), with 9.36, which has only the latter reading, 
9,35, John frightened the baby. 
9.36, John rather frightened the baby. 
I suppose that this rather is really a degree e.direrb that modifies 
the adjectiire of the lover sentence, as in 9.37. 
9,37. John caused the baby to become rather frightened. 
In this way we can account for vhy rather does not occur berore a 
causative from~ 11lus a. polar adjective; 9.38 is odd in the same 
vay as 9.39, 
9.38, ?John rather :flabbergasted Mary. 
9,39. ?Mary was rather flabbergasted. 
So far es I ca.n tell, this rather does not occur independently with 
verbs at all; its ~resence in sentences like 9,36 can be traced to its 
being given a 11 free ride" by predicate-raising, the transformation 
that attaches the. lowe;r: verb 'or e.djective to ~ (s~e Chapter Five). 
The p:resent;:e ·of rather .is a ;i ign that predicate-raising he.s ta.ken 
place, and this is •,thy it does not appear in direct ca.usa.tiYest in 
whose 0:er~va.tions predicate-raising has not ,applied. 
Of course there are adverbs ~.,hich cannot be moved by predicate-
raising; e.g., ve,a and .~xtremelz,, · 
Argument 5. :i;f there is no special em:pbasis on some sentence 
element, the main stress of a clause usually comes at the end. This 
generalization is c~ptured in Chomsky and Halle (1968} by t.he nuclear 
stress ru.le. Direct c~usatives s.re unexceptional in this reeard. 
9.~o. John ate the f!sh,: 
9. ~l. John cleverly frightened the baby. 
However, indirect causatives ':.ri.th verbs that take experiencers (psych 
verbs) have the main stress on the ,verb. 
9. 4.2, The dark room f;r!ghtened the baby. 
9 • .4J. John_ dissatisfied Mary. 
lf the main .stress in 9.42 and 9.43 is placed on the object, the object 
is given special emphasis, 
Sentenc~s like 9,42 - 9.-43 ne~d not be regarded. as exceptions to 
the nuclear stress rule. Notice that in 9,44 (the-source of 9.42) 
fri.&,hten comes at the end of its clause. 
9,44. The dark room ca.used the baby to b~come fr!ghtened. 
We can therefore account for the pla.cement of the main stress in indirect 
' 
causatives rlth experiencer objects by' ap:i;,lying the nuclE?a.r stress rule 
before pred:i~ate-raising a.nd by letting the c9mplex verb' that results 
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from. :predicate-re.ising take its st:ress from ,rha.t -was the lower verb, 
If this treatment of stress is correct, it follows that at the stage 
of derivation where the nuclear stress rule applies, indirect causa-
tives appear in their decomposed versions, but direct causatives have 
their superficial forms. This indicates that the verbs of direct 
causatives a.re not decomposable. 
This stress difference between direct and indirect causatives 
is consistent vit~ the above observations. For example, 9,45 with 
main stress on babv does not exhibit neutral stress, but em~hasizes 
baby. 
9,45, John rather frightened the baby. 
Similarly, when frigJ1ten (or any other psych verb) has an inanimate 
subject or takes a causative !?;:t:-clause, the main stress is on the 
-verb in a neutral sentence. 
This treatment supposes that,the nuclear stre~s rule precedes 
predicate-raising, There is some independent evidence that this miRht 
be the correct ordering. In Bresnan (1970) it is argued on the basis 
of such examples as 9,h6 and 9,47 that the nuclear stress rule applies 
•..rithin the transformation cycle. 
9.46. John has plans to lea~e. 
9.47. John has plans to leave. 
The main stress of 9.46 comes at the end in regular fashion. In 9,47 
however, leave is protected from receiving the main stress by the 
following noun phrase~' which is deleted under coreference with 
the preceding~. 9,47 comes from [John has plansi to leave plansiJ• 
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when~ is deleted it c~ries the main stress with it. This 
results in a comparatively strong~r stress on~ than on leave. 
Since the nuclear stress rule is knoYn on oiher grou.~ds to be cyclic 
(see Chomsky and Halle, 1968) , and since it here precedes e. s:1nta.cti c 
deletion, there seems to be no reason to think that it does not apply 
within the transformational cycle. 
If no~ it could be shown that predicate-raisinP. is post-cyclic, 
the required ordering (first the stress rule then predicRte-raisinP.) 
would be demonstrated. The o~..ly indication I kno~ of that predicate-,· 
raising is post-cy·clic is a rather tentative statement in Lek.off (196'?), 
~here it is argued that dissuade must be formed from ne,suade not, 
presumably by predicate-raising, subsequent to the 'cut-off point' for 
a certain constraint. Lakoff further conjectures that this cut-off 
point may be the end of the cycle. I will not repeat the details here, 
because La.koff's treatment is involved and leads to no certain 
conclusion that would advance the present arp,ument. 
It should be noted tha.t this treatme_nt of the stre.ss difference 
betveen indirect and direct causa~ive psych verbs is inconsistent with 
the contention in Chapter Five that no element may intervene bet~een 
the two verbs involved in predicate-raising: the preceding has assumed 
that e.n experiencer noun phrase intervenes. I see no way to resolve 
this inconsistency, a.nd so I conclude that either the present treatment 
of stress or the argument in Chapter Five must be incorrect. Another 
problem is that classes of verbs in indirect causatives other than the 
psych verbs l,ike frighten do not display this peculiar verb stress. 
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Perhaps this indicates that at the time sentences are stressed, only  
agents and experiencers are subjects. In fact, of the ar~uments  
given for agents being the only deep subjects, only the predice.te- 
raisinR arffUinent and the like-subject argument (Chanter Six) have  
ruiy bearing on whether experiencers are deen subJects; the other  
arguments concern only the subjects of causatives, vhich are never  
e:x:periencers. Moreover, there are apparent excer,tions to the like- 
subject argument vhen the lower subject is an experiencer (see exrunnle  
6.27). Hovever. an extension of the hyoothesia to characterize
• 
experiencers as well as agents as deen su·o,1ects is not strair:htfor--.ra.rd,  
and I have little positive evidence for such an extension.  
That coneludes the evidence for decom~osing the verbs of 
indirect ceusatives but not those of direct causatives. Thi~ seems 
an appropriate place to mention a general difficulty vith the a~proach 
in the case of psych verbs which we may call 11anthropomorphic11--verbs 
vith experiencer objects that are typice.lly human. I'fon-agentive 
sentences with these verbs are not exact paraphrases of the correspondin~ 
cause sentences, because in the simple sentences the experiencer is 
presupposed to perceive the referent 0£ the subject noun phrase. 
Compare 9,48 and 9,49, 
9,48. The le.mp persuaded Mary that she vas in Borneo 
(by having a peculiar shape). 
9. 49. The la.mp caused Mary to believe she •,ras in Borneo 
{by falling on her head). 
I think that in 9.49 Mary need not have perceived the lamp, but that 
she m~st have in 9,48. One proposal that could be made here is that 
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the lamo in the intended interpretation of 9,49 is an instrumental 
subject a.~d is not from a ~-clause. 
1  
ii  
CHAPTER TEN 
-LY ADVERBS 
I argued in Chapter Eight that non-agent subjects of verbs 
which take causa.tive k[-clauses are in fact from ~-clauses; that 
is, the subjects of indirect causative$ come from ~-olauses. This 
chapter provides evidence to support that claim. There is a constraint 
on the underlying relati6~ship o~ an -ly adverb and the noun phra$e 
to which it refers--both must originate in the same clause. -ly 
edverbs in causative sentences may refer to agent subjects, but they 
may not refer to the non-agent subjects of indirect causatives; 
this indicates that the latter come from lower sentences. 
Reference has alread.v been made in Chapter One to the ~act that 
adverbs like enthusiastical!,.v, ea5erly > and' c\everly: provide tests 
not only for non-stativity, but also for agentiveness. Lakoff {1966} 
points.out that the class or adverbs in question are subcategorized 
vith respect to the subjects of sentences in which they occur. That 
is, such adverbs refer to subjects, To say 'Harry did it cleverly' 
is to say that Harry was clever in some respect. But it is not the 
case that all -ly adverbs ~hich refer to noun phre.ses provide tests 
for agentiveness. Some adverbs may refer to non-agent subjects, as 
in 10.l - 10.3, 
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10.1. The mo~tain loomed ove:- them { ~;;:rt (
redly ) 
stonily 
10.2. The vood burned ~etly. 
10,3 . The road ran smoothly into the city . 
The difference between the t~o c!esses of adverbs seems to consist 
in whet:1er they presupr,ose anir.iacy of the noun phrases t:iey refer 
to . Whitely:, greenl:r, etc. rnay refer to ina.nimo.te noun phrases, 
but cleverly, e%jerly, etc. oe,:r not. Moreover, cleverly- type adverbs 
refer only to a.gents and either assert or presuppose intentionality 
on the part of the agent. Our concern here will be vith whitely-
type adverbs--i.e. those which may refer to non-a.gents. 
Let us now ask what constraints there are on adverb reference. 
I propose that one such constraint is that the adverb and the noun 
phrase to which it refers must not come from different underlying 
clauses. Consider first a rather trivial example of this constraint. 
ln 10.4, nalely refers not to John but to the mountain, 
10.4. The mountain John had climbed glimt\ered palely. 
! suppose that palely in the underlying structure of 10 , 4 is in the 
clause vhose main v~rb is glimmer--the ma.in els.use . It is poss.ible 
that such adverbs actuelly come from hi~her sentences. which do not 
appear in sur~ace structure; Lakoff (1965) proposes a hip,her sentence 
analysis for cleverly-type adverbs. Although the ~ording of the 
present argument might be affected if such an analysis proved necessary, 
I think that nothing crucial hinges on vhether the superficial inter-
pretation accepted here is correct or not. 
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Before proceeding further, we will need some criteria for 
deciding what clause an adverb Roes with. Consider 10,5: 
10,5. John lifted the man vho polished windows cleverly. 
It is a~parent that cleverly need not .be a part of the main clause, 
but may go with the relative clause and refer to the man. On the 
. other hand, in l0.6t cleverly is part of the main clause and re~ers 
to John, 
10.6. John cleverly lifted the man who polished windovs, 
I believe that the state-of-affairs exemplified in 10.6 is typical; 
an -lY adverb in se~ond ;o$ition (between subject and verb) p,oes with 
the clause whose main verb it immediately precedes. 10.7.,. 10.8 
provide a similar contrast. 
10. 7. ,John told Harry to say it angrily, 
10.8. John~angrily told Harry to say it. 
Jmgril!, may refer to Harty in 10. 7, but not in 10. 8, where it goes 
with the main clause and by the referral constraint can refer only 
to John, 
Let us now examine some more interesting cases of the adverb 
referral constraint--ca.ses where the a.dver'b of the noun phrase to vhich 
it refers are in the same superficial cla~se, but are from different 
clauses in underlying structure. Simple noun phrase subjects of nrove 
~'turnout to, and .8,!'0V to are from lower sentences; they are moved 
into subject position by subject-raising (see Rosenbaum, 1967). The 
adverb referral constraint thus accounts tor the unacceptability of 
10.9 - 10.11. 
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10.9. 	*The forest greenly proved to be the best 
investment. 
10.10, *John re~ly turned out to love asparagus. 
10 .11. *John palel.y grei.r to hate his aister. 
'!'he adverbs in 10.9 - 10.11 are in second position and a.re in the 
m~in clauses in underlying structure. Since the su~erficial subjects 
are the only noW1 phrases to which the adverbs could refer, and ::iince 
these subjects are fro~ lower cla~ses, the underlying structures of 
10.9 - 10.11 violate the adverb referral constraint. 
Notice, howerer, that an a.ccount of the unacceptability of lD,9 -
10,ll based on some verb-adverb constraint is unlikely to be correct. 
Adverbs which do not refer to noun phrases may occur in sentences 
corresponding to 10,9 - 10.11: 
10.12. The forest gradusl].y proved to be the best 
inv-estment. 
10.13. John suddenly turned out to love asparugus, 
10,14. John slowly grew to hate his sister. 
The behavior of adverbs in construction vith ~ is slightly 
more complicated. When begin takes a sentential object, its subject 
may be its deep subject or may come from the sentential object by 
subject-raising (see Chapter Three and Perlmutter, 1968). The li~e-
subject requirement ·(Chapter Six) is called into pla,v when begin 
has a deep subject; the sentential object is required also to have 
a deep subject (i.e., is require~ to be agentive). It follows that 
begin mey not have a deep subject (an agent) and at the same time ha.ve 
a sentential object with an anti-a~entive verb. We can predict now 
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that an -ly adverb may not refer to the superficial subject of 
begin. if the verb of the sentential obJect is anti-agentive. !fote 
the contrast between 10.15 with a pro-agentive verb in the complement, 
and 10.16 with an anti-agentive verb. 
fpalely 110.15, John 	 whitely began to berate Mary. redly 
10.16. *John ft~~:!ry1 began to have doubts. 
redly r 
If the subject of be~in is inanimate, it cannot be e.n agent and m~st --;: 
come from the sentential object; this, together with the adverb 
referral constraint, accounts for the unacceptability or 10,17, 
r;:~!!ry}
10.17, *The butter was I softly beginnin~ to seem l greasily 
more ra.,cid. 
As in the previous case, adverbs which do not rerer to noun phrases 
ma.y occur in sentences whose subjects come from lower clauses: 
suddenly }
10.18. John gradually began to have doubts.
{ slovly 
suddenl;'t } 
10.19. The b~tter was gradually beginning to seem
{ slowly 
more rancid. 
There is an additional prediction that the adverb referral constraint 
allows us to make. A sentence with begin ~hich may be either a~entive 
or non-agentive vill be disambiguated by the addition of a.n adverb 
referring to its subject. The ambiguity of 10.20 was noted above in 
Chapter Three; 10.21 is unambiguously agentive. 
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10.20. 	 John began to run across the pavement. 
John f redly, }10.21. 	 began to run acrosa the pavement.•.,rhitely 
I have given sofile evidence for the adverb referral constraint; 
~e can now use this constraint to show that the non-a;ent subjects 
of indirect causatives come from lower sentences, but that a.gent 
subjects of direct causatives do not come from lower sentences. Ir 
we consider only sentences vit4 the causative verbs that take causative 
~-clauses, there are at least:three factors which require a.~ indirect, 
non-agentive reading. First, when the subject is inanimate it cannot 
be an agent a.nd must come from a EZ_-cleuse. This predicts the 
difference in a.ccep-t:;a.bility between 10.:22 and 10.23. 
10,22 • 	 .John whitely ·prevented us from sitting down. 
10.23. *The snow whitely prevented us from sitting do~. 
Secondly~ the presence of a causative :ez-clause with an anti-agentive 
verb phrase indicates that the main sentence has no deep subJ.ect. 
If there were a deep subject, the ~-clause would violate the like-
subject requirement •. Consequently an adverb may not refer to the 
main subject when the :£l,.-claus~ has an anti-a:gentive verb. 
10.24. 	 John palely prevented us from sitting do'Wll by 
m6ving the chair. 
10.25. 	*John palely prevented us from sittin~ down by 
falling asleep on the chair. 
Third. 	the causative verb may b'e e.nti-egeritive, hence the unaccept-
ability 	of l0.26. 
10.26. 	*John redly gave Mary an urge to vomit. 
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In addition, the adverb referral constraint correctly predicts 
10.24 above to be unambiguously agentive, 
The evidence presented above supports the analysis of indirect 
causatives given in Chapter Eight. The fact that adverbs ma..y refer 
to a.gent subjects supports the claim that agents a.re the only deep 
subjects, but only in the narrowly restricted domain of sentences 
with verbs that take causative ~-clauses. 
CROSSOVER EVIDENCE 
In his study 11The Crossover Principlen (1968), Paul Postal propo: 
a constraint on the movement of noun phrases by transfor::tation, The 
constraint is that in c~rtain circumstances (the deta.ils of which I 
will not ~o into) a noun phrase cannot be moved over a noun phrase 
presuppo,t3ed to be coreferential •,d th 1t. The evidence i:, provided by 
ex£lll}'les like 11.1, which is not acceptable providing the reflexive 
has no spec~al emphasis or stress. (If there is stress, the corefer-
entiality is asserted, not presupposed,) 
11.1. ?John was killed by· himself. 
The passive transformation in t.he derivation of 11.1 would involve 
moving~ across coref~rential ~; thus the crossover constraint 
! 
accounts for the unacceptability of this sort of sentence. 
!fow it .turns out that in most cases the superficial subject of 
an indirect causative c~ot be coreferential with a constituent of 
the verb phrase, whereas'an agent subject of a direct causative can 
be followed by such a co~eferential element. Granted the crossover 
constraint, we must assUl]le that the non-agent subject of indirect 
causatives have been moved into subject position across the elements 
of the verb phrase. It follows that- these non-agent subjects are not 
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deep subjects; as it also follows that agent sub,Jects do not move  
a.cross elements of' the verb ):)hrase, and so may well be deen suh,1ect8  
(although, so far e.s this evidence goes, lia;ents could just as well  
come from immediately after the verb). This, then; is the argu..~ent .  
. The rest of the chanter will be devoted to establishing the fact on 
vr.Jic::1 it is based and to pointing cut the inevitable exceptior.s, 
Consider the contrast in acceptability between 11.2 and 11.3. 
11. 2. John frightened Mary himself. 
11. 3. *The mountain frightened Mary itself. 
In 11.3, the mountain, being inanimate, cannot be an 8.f!-ent; frighten 
takes a causative ~-clause, and consequently a non-a.gent sub.) ect of 
frighten must come from a EZ_-cla.use. Since this type of reflex!. ·,re 
precedes a by-clause, the mountain must have moved over itself in 
the derivation of 11.3. In this particular example, the ~-clause 
is unspeci:'ied except for its subject and has been deleted. Strictly 
speaking one step of this reasoning does not follov; it cannot be 
established certa.inl.'l that causative !2r_-clauses come e.fter this kind 
of reflexive, since they do not co-occur with it. But it is a plausible 
conjecture that a causative El_-clause ~ould come after the reflexive. 
because this is the position of method ~-clauses: 
11.4. John ate the fish himself by using a trowel. 
In 11. 2 , however, John is an agent and no crossaver violat.ion is 
produced. Moreover 11.2 is unambiguously agentive; vithout the reflexive 
it vould be e.m.biguous. 
Another fact about this sort of reflexive that can now be 
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eX}:)la.ined is the incompatibility of such a. reflexive with a. E:l-clause 
that has an anti-agentive verb: 
11,5, John frightened Mary by casting a shadaw. 
11.6. John frightened Hary himself by throwing a pebble, 
but 11.7, *John frightened Mary himsel~ by casting a shadow. 
The anti-agentive verbal phrase cast a shadow in 11.7 means that the 
El_-cl~use cannot have a deep subject and therefore cannot meet the 
deep like-subject requirement ,that would be called into play i~ frighten 
had a deep subject. John must there~ore be in its surface position by 
virtue of subjebt-raising an4 must have moved across himself, 
Similarl~r an anti-agentive main verb that takes e. ca.usstive &-
clause is incompatible with this particular reflexiYei whether or not 
the !2l_-claµse appears on the surface: 
11.8. *John necessitated our departure himself. 
11..9, *John ge.ve Mary a. stra.np;e urge hi;:iself. 
11.10. *John amazed Har'/ hims el:f. 
'I'he next case to consider is that of a direct object corererential 
with the subject. Compare ll.ll - 11,12, which are paraphrases, with 
11.13. - 11.14. 
11.11. The iron's becoming incorporated into it caused 
the crystal to become opaque. 
= 11.12. The iron caused the crystal to become opaque by 
becoming incorporated into it. 
11.13, The crystal's incorporating iron caused it to 
become opaque. 
11,l~. *The crystal caused itself to become opaque by 
incorporating il'on. 
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Similar examples are 11, 15 - 11, 22. 
11.15, The tube's developin~ a short caused the radio to 
use too much current. 
= ·11.16. The tube caused the radio to use too much current 
by developin,v: e short. 
11.17. 	 The radio 1 s developinP, a short caused it to use 
too much current. 
11.18. 	*The radio caused itself to u5e too much current 
by developing a short. 
11.19. 	 The vegeta.tionts growing profusely prevented the 
soil from eroding. 
= 	11.20. The vegetation prevented the soil from eroding b~r 
growing profusely. 
ll.21. 	 The soil's acQuirin~ a layer of vegetation prevented 
it from eroding. 
11. 22. ~The soil prevented itself from eroding b:t acquirin,:i: 
a la..:'{er of ve~etation. 
Thus indirect ca.usa.tive verbs cannot be follm,ed by i tselt' be ca.use of 
the crossover constraint. It might seem that 11.13, 11.17 and ll.?l 
should also involve a crossover violation; but in these cases where 
the whole !?.¥_-clause becomes subject, it is not the coreferential noun 
phrase specifically that is being moved~ but a constituent conta.inin~ 
it. As Ross (1967) has show-n, crossover vlolations do not occur in 
this situe.tion. 
Just e.s in the first case considered, when subject and ob,,ect a.re 
coreferential, a non-agentive by-clause is impossible (ll.23)t and a 
normally ambiguous sentence becomes una..,:tbignousl:r ap:entive (11. 24}. 
11.23, 	*John caused himself to fall dmm by ha.vini:,,: 
slipper.r shoes. 
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11.24, john ceused himself to fall dovn by droppinP, 
grease on the floor. 
I do not have at hand a.n anti-agentive indirect causative verb tha.t 
ta.\es an infinitival complement, but as it happens subjects of gerundive 
complements work like subjects of infinitival complements even though 
the subjects do net become constituents of the verb phrase. So 
necessitate will serve to illustrate that the sub.1ect of a.n anti-
agentive verb moves a.cross the object: 
11,25, *John necessitated his own departure. 
If it is not obvious that sentences like ll.2 a..~d 11.24 are 
realJ.y wnbiguously agentive, it should surfice to point out that auch 
sentences cannot occur in anti-agentive contexts; 
11.26. John turned out to frighten Ma.ry-. 
but 11.27. *Johti. turned out to fr:1.ghte?l M~· himself. 
11.28, John turned out to prevent Mary from committin~ 
suicide. 
but 11.29. *John turned out to prevent himself from committing 
suicide. 
So far the examples have involved. verbs that ta.\e abstract ob.1ects 
and Bl_-cla.uaes. 1lerbs that take an experiencer in addition work the 
same way: 
11.30, 	 John's having his :f'ingers crossed reminded Mary 
to pick up lettuce. 
= 11. 31. John ::reminded Mary to pick up lettuce by he.vinp; his 
fingers crossed. 
11.32. 	 John's having his £ingers crossed reminded him to 
pick up lettuce. 
11.33. 	*John reminded himself to pick up lettuce by having 
his fingers crossed. 
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11.34. 	 John's feeling no pain satisfied the doctors 
that he was dru~ged. 
11.35. 	 John satisfied the doctors that ne wns drug~ea 
by feeling rio pain. 
11. 36, John I s feeling no pa.in satisfied him tha.t he 
vas drugged. 
11.37, 	*John satisfied himself that he was dru~~ed by 
feeling no pain. 
11.38. John's being drunk persuaded Mary to qrive home. 
= 11.39. John persuaded Mary to drive home by being drunk. 
11. 40 • J ohq-.' s being drunk persuaded him { not } to drive 
home. 
11.41. 	*John persuaded himself (not) to drive home by 
being drunk, 
11.42. 	 Their coming across their own footprints persuaded 
the guide that they were lost. 
= ll.43, They 	persuaded the guide that they were lost by 
coming across their own footprints. 
11.4~. 	 Their coming across their ovn footprints persuaded 
them that they were lost. 
ll.45. 	*They persuaded themselves that they were lost by 
corning across their ow footprints. 
Such anti-agentive verbs cannot have reflexive objec~s: 
11.46. *John gave himself a strange urge. 
The versions with reflexive objects are unambiguously agentive and 
are rejected in anti-agentive contexts: 
11. 47. John turned out to persuade Mary tha.t she should 
drive. 
but 11.48. *John 	turned out to persuade himself that he should 
drive. 
Verbs whose experiencer objects a.re preceded by to work no 
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differently: 
11,h9. John 1s falling asleep sup:p;ested a solution to MfU'Y. 
~ 11.50. John suggested a solution to Mary by fellin~ asleep. 
11. 51. ,Tohn I s 	 falling asleep suggested a solution to him. 
ll,52, *John 	suggested a solution to himself by falling 
asleep. 
11,53, John's liking fish :proved to Ne.ry that George was 
right. 
= 11. 54. John 	proved to Nary that George was right by liking 
fish. 
11,55, 	 John's li~ing ~ish proved to him that Geor~e vas 
right. 
11.56. 	*John proved to himself that George was right by 
liking fish. 
However verbs that take only an experiencer and a Er_-clauee do not 
seem to come U!' to expecta.tion. It he.s been claimed that ps:yeh ver·os 
do not take reflexive objects (Postal, 1968), but I find 11,57 accept-
able provided they are construed non-a.gentively. T'nat is, the relation 
of agentiYeness with the coreferentia.lity of subject and object is Just 
the opposite of what I would predict. 
tannoyed J11.57. 	 John frightened him$elf.  pleased  terrified  
Some of the anti-agentive o.nthropomorphic psych verbs do produce 
violations: 
11. 58. *John 	 [ ed} himself.~;:~tir~~st
r cannot account for the anomaly of 11. 57. 
Complex indirect causatives that take sentential objects vhose 
sul;)J e.cts l!J."a.y be raised inti;> the verb phrtJ,se, like B!.2!..~, show, 
demonstrate, a.re .exc,eptions. 1L59 is either a.p;entiwi or ~0Ii-w.enti•1e, 
11.59, John proved himself to be the rii:r,ht man. 
11.60. 	 John prove·d himself to be the ri~htful heir 
by disliking fish. 
But a noun phrase coref'erentie.l •,dt.h the niain sub._1!'!ct that is inside 
a sententia.1 obJeqi;; never.produces a crossover violation: 
11,61. 	 John persuaded Mary that he (John) va.s t.'1e heir by 
disliking fish, 
11.62. 	 John proved to them that he (John) Yns a. doctor by 
he.vintt a black bag. 
I suppose that the tha.t-c:l.ause somehow protects its noun phrases from 
producing crossov~r violations. If the infinitival complements in 
11.59 - 11,60 are from that-clauses· and if raisini:,: the sub,ject from 
t~e E.l_-clause t)3.kes place before the ::t:he.t-,cla.uses a.re converted to 
infinitives, 	then one accounts for the exceptional nature of 11,59 -
11.60. 
I am q1,tite sure that many people will disagree with the precedini,: 
examples in so~e measure, I hope that most will at least SJ,ltree that 
the crossover violations I claim exist produce a contrast in ac~epta-
bility. 
Cases where inanimate subjects of causatiYes allow reflexives 
after the causative are 11.63 - 11,65, 
11.63. The meteorite embedded itself in the hillside. 
11.6q. Work incr,eases itself to fill the time available. 
11.65. The cyclone exhausted itself on the shores of Maine. 
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Such examples force rn~ to choose bet•i1eeo· rejectinp:. the crossover. 
ar~ent for: getting no~.;.agent subjects of true caUS!itives from·the 
' 
right of the 	causatives', object comple:in~nt$ or .else accepting a notion 
of agent •..;llich does not require intention or animacy. As one mi~1'it 
e:icpeet, I will choose t~e ilatter course. ';!.'here is .another reason fo?-
. i 
-	 . I ,
countinp; some inanima.tes:as agents. The sorts of subjects that o.re 
allowed in cqnstructions \like 11.63 - ll,65 are typically natural 
forces or mae.hines. This1 sort of subject may alSo occur a.s the sub;1ect 
of a cha.ng<:i"C"Of-state verb, as in 11.66. 
I 
ll.66. The cyclone broke the window. 
I 
' ' 
Fillmore has 	proposed tha~ (phys~cal) cha.n.;e-o.f-state verbs take either 
' 
inst:ri.:mients or agents a.s subjects. { Jbj ect sub.1 ects ob'fiously do 
i 
not come into que$tion here.) In U.66~ the subjec_t is obviously not 
a.n instrument, so it must :be a."l egent, In addition~ SlH!h subJects
I . 
occur in the 	object comple~ent of succeed in, which otherwise requir~s 
' 
an object complement vi.th an s.~ent or exPerience:r sub,ject: 
J 
: 
11.67. 	 The meteorite succeeded in embeddinp, itself' in the 
hilp1ide, 
U.68. 	 The cyclone.succeeded in destroyinp: a lot of 
property • 
• J 
but 11.69. ?The ha.mm~~ succeeded in breaking the vindow, 
11. 70.• 2".rhe va.xed floor succeeded in making Mary slip. 
CHAPTER TWELVE 
AGE.NTS AUD CAUSATIVES 
Most linguists would agree that one criterion for a good 
syntactic analysis is that it provide some semantic elucidation, 
The proposal that agents are deep subjects makes no obvious gain 
in this regard; making agents deep subjects tells us no more e.bout 
t 
thei.r meaning tha.n does providing a.gents with the lebel I Agent 1 in 
un(ierlying strlictures. Here I vill consider several possibilities 
for .syntactic reconstructions of semantic properties of a¢ents. 
As a prelilllina.ry, consider Fillmore's definition of the agentive 
case quoted above in Chapter One: 11 ••• the case of the typically 
animate perceived instigator of the action identified by the verbu 
- ( 
{Fillmore, 1968, :p, 24) .' One way to approach the analysis of such 
a definition is to regard the terms as linguistic rather the.n ~s 
metalinguist,ic. Taking this approach, ve might find that a property 
of the English verb instigate tells us in part why Fillmore's 
definition seems appropriate; instigate requires an a~ent subject. 
Another semantic property of agents has to do with intention, 
I suggest·ed in Chapter One that an agent is a noun phra.se whose referent 
is not presupposed not to have intention. But if a noun phrase in 
a sentence may not be referred to by an adverb of intention (e.g. 
intentionally), then surely its referent is presupposed by the 
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ser.tence not to have intention~ This semantic property vill there-
fore have a syntactic reconstruction if it can be shmm that 
adverbs of intention must refer to sub,jects in underlyin.o: structure. 
Although at present I do not know how to shov this in penera.l, it 
does not seem to me to Qe an unreasonable view. The special CP-Se 
in which the verb may ~ake a causative k{_-cla.use rlas discussed in 
Chapter Ten. 
Agents have the semantic property of "independent action 11 • !fost 
agentive sentences assert or presuppose that their agents act in a 
..,ay that could have been a.voided. I think there is sor.ie prosnect 
of a syntactic account of the "independence" of agents throu,r,h an 
appeal to the cross-over conztre.int. I showed in Chepter Eleven that 
in some cases reflexives have the effect of requirin~ ar-ents by 
virtue of the cross-over constraint. If the vord indenendent could 
be shown to contain an implicit reflexive, we mi~ht be able to explain 
why it is not inappropriate to assert inde~endence of an a~ent. 
A more direct reconstruct~on of a~entiveness vould be provided 
in a theory which attributed agenti veness to a. higher abstract verb. 
Suppose for the sake of illustration that ''John killed Mary11 had 
en underl~,ring structure like 12 .1. 
12 .1. [e.gentize John [kill MaryJJ 
s s 
It is important to note that although John is not a sub,ject in 
12.1, none of the argwnents given in this dissertation would rule out 
12.l as a possible underlying structure. My evidence bee.rs only 
on the underlying left-to-right order of subjects e.nd other superficial 
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sentence parts. With the possibility of such an abstract repre-
s-entation in mind, consider the follo-.{inr-; propert:r of e.r.:entive 
sentences, An agentive sentence implies that its agent caused 
something; somehow implicit in the notion agentiveness is the idea 
of causation. Perhaps then the abstract verb has something in 
common with the verb cause. I give below some reasons for connectinp, 
agents ~ith cause. 
The conclusion of Chapter Nine implies that there 13.re t,,,,.o 
entirely di~ferent env~rop.ments for g[-cleuses, Causative !?z-
clauses occur only with the verb ~~ when i_t has no agent; method 
~-clauses occur with many verbs just ,,,.hen they have a~ents. Yet 
the two t:,pes of El_-clauses seem essentially the same. Their 
position in the sentence is the same, they come at the end, '!:'heir 
superficial appearances differ only in ways that can probably be 
attributed to the imposition of the deep like-subject requirement. 
They both display the shallov like-subject requirement, Both a.re 
manner adverbs a.nd can be questioned with how, A positive sentence 
containing either type implies the .truth of the sentence w1thin the 
~-clause. 
Considering all these similarities, one would like to talk of 
~~clauses, without any qualifier. But then it is incredible that 
EZ"._-clauses occur either with agents or with cause unless there is 
some connection between these environments. The natural conclusion, 
I think, is tha.t' ~ al;ra:,rs co-occurs with an agent, ~-clauses 
can then be said to occur only as complements of the verb~· In 
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e.ddition, it is not unreasonable to think that £~ should plllY 
a si~r.ificant role in the explication of what method k[-clauses 
mean. 
?he advert indirectlv presents a similar case. In final 
position, indirectly occurs only in indirect causatives end a~entives, 
leading one to suppose a close connection between the two. Also, 
it is difficult to imagine a satisfa.cto:r:-zr semantic account of 
indirectly that ".ltlUld not involv.e the notion of causation. Ap;e.i:-i, 
agentives seem to require ~or a £.~~like verb, 
The pro:posa.l tha.t the e.ntet!edent of the deep like-sub,ject 
re~uirement is a subject would require the decomposition of many 
ve~bs in direct causatives, eech presumably into a v~rb like~ 
plus other verbs (see Grosu, 1970), One reason for thinkin~ that 
this ~roposa.1. might be correct is that the shallow like-subject 
re~uirement does se0m to have a subject as antecedent, and one would 
like to identify the deep and the shallov re~uirements. 
Finally, it can be no coincidence that most verbs in indirect 
causatives also oc~ur in direct causatives, the non-aP,entive and 
agentive versions being closely related in meaning, That is, we must 
account somehow for the phonetic identity of nersuade in indirect 
causatives (from cause to believe or inten~) and nersuade in direct 
causatives, If the verbs or direct causatives are decomposable, ~e 
can imagine e sinp,le lexical rule that substitutes ~rsuade for a 
~-like verb plus believe or !ntend. 
In the absence of evidence that the '1cause-like verb" of direct 
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causatives is distinct from~ it$elf, the conclusion of 
Cha~ter Hine contradicts the above considera.tiona. At present I 
do not consider tha.t there is sufficient evidence for decomnosin~ 
the verbs of direct sausatives. There does, however, seem to be 
a syntactic as well a6 a semantic connection betveen ~ and 
agents. 
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